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1. Overview
Introduction 

This report presents the results of the 2016 Air Passenger Ground-Access Survey conducted at 

Logan International Airport. It describes the methodology used in the design, conduct, and 

administration of the survey, and compares the results with surveys conducted in previous years. 

Background 

Massport has conducted a survey of departing air passengers for the purposes of gathering 

information on ground-access patterns at Logan International Airport since 1979. This first 

ground-access survey was conducted in April of that year, and the survey has been conducted 

about every three years since. Specifically, surveys were conducted in April 1979, April 1984, 

August 1984, April/May 1987, April/May 1990, April/May 1993, April/May 1996, April/May 1999, 

October 2003, April/May 2007, April/May 2010, and April/May 2013. An unrelated large scale 

ground-access survey was also conducted at Logan as part of the New England Regional Aviation 

System Plan Update in 2004. 

This periodic survey is designed to help Massport monitor ground-access patterns and other 
important characteristics of departing air passengers in order to both measure the impact of 
recent changes in ground-access facilities or services, and to plan future ground-access 
improvements. The survey is the primary tool used to determine air passenger ground-access 
mode share. 

Changes since 2013 

A number of important changes have occurred since the survey was last conducted in 2013. Low 

Cost Carriers (LCCs) have continued their growth at Logan so that they now account for over 45% 

of domestic commercial air service. JetBlue continues to be the airport's largest carrier, 

accounting for about 30% of total passengers. Several new domestic and international airlines 

(including Cathay Pacific Air Lines, El Al, Emirates, and Qatar) have begun service while carriers 

already serving the airport have introduced new routes. There has also been a significant 

reorientation of the Airport's terminals. United Airlines has moved its operation from Terminals A 

and C to Terminal B, while Alaska and Sun Country have moved to Terminal C, and Southwest has 

relocated from Terminal E to Terminal A. 

Since the 2013 survey, there have also been changes in the availability and pricing of ground-
access infrastructure at Logan, as well as enhanced ground transportation options. These include: 

• Consolidation of all car rental facilities into the new Rental Car Center and the associated
reconfiguration of airport shuttle bus routes;

• New Logan Express service to and from Boston's Back Bay;

• Construction of a new parking garage at the Framingham Logan Express facility;
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• Introduction of new low-floor shuttle buses for on-airport shuttle routes; and

• Discounted Logan Express service and parking rates during some vacation periods.

An expansion of the West Garage has also increased parking capacity, while terminal-area garage 

parking rates and MBTA subway fares have both increased. Finally, the Airport has seen growth in 

Transportation Network Companies (TNCs) such as Uber and Lyft, along with the introduction of 

Zipcar operations at the Rental Car Center in late 2013. 

The results of the 2016 survey provide further insight into the effects of these changes, and also 
provide a more up-to-date base for planning new changes or continued analysis of other past 
changes such as the landside components of the Logan Modernization Project. The survey 
database is also used to develop new ground-access services, and analyze ground-access market 
areas. The results will also be helpful in planning for anticipated improvements in other airport 
infrastructure. Finally, the results of the survey will assist Massport in implementing its Strategic 
Plan. 
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Survey Objectives 

The primary objectives of the 2016 survey were as follows: 

• Assess ground-access mode share. The survey is the principal tool used to estimate the
ground-access mode share of air passengers traveling to Logan Airport. High-Occupancy
Vehicle (HOV) mode share is a key metric reported in the annual environmental
documentation for Logan Airport.

• Provide information on air passenger characteristics. Results of the survey are used to
provide a profile of air passengers and understand what influences their ground-access
mode choices.

• Update the existing data. The survey was last conducted in 2013, and the results of the 2016
study will provide a current picture of air passenger ground-access travel behavior.

• Examine how patterns have changed. The survey results will allow Massport to understand
how travel to and from the airport has changed since 2013, and study the longer term trends
illuminated by comparison with data from earlier years.

• Understand the effects of new infrastructure projects. The new data will also shed light on
the impacts of the changes in the accessibility of the airport described above.

The overriding objective was therefore to compare the results to those of prior years so that the 

trends in ground-access can be clearly identified. The survey results are used in long-range 

operational and capital project planning, and Massport will use the data to identify ground-access 

market areas that are currently underserved by HOV services. 

In addition, the results from this 2016 survey (which was administered using a paper 
questionnaire) were compared with the results from a pilot electronic survey that allowed 
travelers on selected sample flights to undertake a parallel version of the 2016 survey online using 
provided iPads and/or their personal devices (smartphones, tablets, and computers). The primary 
objectives of the pilot electronic survey were to: 

• Assess the productivity of multiple electronic survey methodologies relative to each other
and to the paper survey;

• Assess the representativeness of the electronic survey sample relative to that obtained via
the paper survey; and

• Assess the cost effectiveness of multiple electronic survey methodologies relative to each
other and to the paper surveys.

A detailed comparison of the paper and electronic surveys can be found in the separate 2016 

Logan APS Electronic Report. 
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Summary of Findings 

The summary of findings from the 2016 survey were as follows: 

• The share of High-Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) modes (including Logan Express, other
scheduled express bus, and the MBTA) has increased from 27.8% to 30.5%, in part reflecting
Massport investments in Logan Express services, including the addition of Logan Express
service from Boston's Back Bay and a new garage at the Framingham Logan Express facility.

• Private vehicles continue to be the most used mode; however, its mode share has decreased
from approximately 43% in 2013 to 35% of ground-access trips in 2016.

• Transportation Network Companies (TNCs) (Uber, Lyft, and Fasten) now represent a
significant share of ground-access trips at Logan, at 14% of the total. Much of this share has
likely been captured from taxis, whose share is now only slightly over half its 2013 level.

• Automobile share (including private vehicle, rental vehicle, taxi, and TNC) has decreased
from approximately 72.2% in 2013 to 69.5% in 2016.

• The business share of ground-access passengers has decreased from approximately 40% in
2013 to 35% in 2016.

• The resident share has increased from 56% in 2013 to 59% in 2016.

• The share of trips from outside I-495 has continued to steadily increase from 24% in 2013 to
28% in 2016.

Organization of this Report 

The remainder of this report is organized as follows: 

• Chapter 2 describes the methodology used to conduct the survey, including the sample
design and details of the survey administration and production of the final database;

• Chapter 3 gives an overview of the survey results, including comparisons with results from
prior surveys;

• Chapter 4 describes the results of the survey in greater detail, including a profile of
Transportation Network Company (TNC) passengers; and

• Chapter 5 provides a summary and conclusions regarding the outcome of the project,
including lessons learned that can be applied to the next Air Passenger Ground-Access
Survey.

The report also includes several appendices, which contain a complete list of the flights surveyed, 

copies of the screening and tabulation forms used by the survey fieldworkers, and a copy of the 

survey questionnaire. 
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2. Survey Methodology
Overview 

This chapter describes the methodology used for the 2016 Logan Airport Air Passenger Ground-

Access Survey. It provides details on the development of the survey questionnaire, sample design, 

survey administration, data entry and cleaning, sample weighting, and production of the final 

database. 

The methodology used in this survey employed the key elements of the project team's standard 
procedures for airport passenger surveys. Specifically, these include: 

• Surveying only departing true origin-destination (not connecting) air passengers, and doing
so only in the gate lounge area;

• Using a two-stage sampling technique, with a representative stratified sample of scheduled
flights selected as the first-stage sample;

• Using a self-completion paper questionnaire intended for distribution to all eligible
passengers assembled in the gate areas for sample flights, and collecting completed
questionnaires from most of them before departure;

• Facilitating mail back of completed questionnaires from passengers who do not return them
before boarding (particularly people arriving at the gate area close to the departure time);
and

• Using boarding counts provided by the airlines as the basis for weighting the achieved
sample in a manner that uses knowledge of travel party size to refine the resulting picture of
aggregate ground-access behavior.

This strategy has a number of advantages by comparison with alternative methods: 

• The costs per completed survey are lower than would be the case for an in-person interview
of comparable length and the data quality is frequently of a comparable or better standard.

• Sampling flights provides the best statistical base for drawing a fully representative sample
of all departing passengers, as explained further in the Sample Weighting section.

• Intercepting passengers while they wait in gate lounge areas to board flights results in a
significantly higher response rate, in our experience, than attempting to intercept them at
any other point in their (often luggage-laden or harried) passage through the airport.
Moreover, it is the only sampling method where the relative probabilities of selection are
known with a fair degree of accuracy.

• The option of mailing back completed questionnaires is designed to address the "late
arriver" problem. With surveys using only in-person interviews, late arrivers are ignored, yet
they represent a significant share of the passengers on high-frequency business-heavy routes
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(such as the "shuttle" flights between Boston and New York and Washington), and their 
ground-access behaviors may well be correlated with their "just in time" approach to 
catching the flight. 

The following sections describe in more detail how this methodology was implemented in the 

design and administration of the survey. 

Questionnaire Design 

The questionnaire was developed by the project team in active consultation with Massport staff. 

The basic philosophy was to begin with the 2013 survey, and revise it as necessary to add, remove, 

and update based on: 

• The project team's experience in designing and conducting self-completion departing
passenger surveys at airports generally;

• The surveys of departing passengers previously carried out at Logan in particular;

• New developments at Logan since the 2013 survey; and

• Massport's current analysis and planning needs.

The aim was to limit the questionnaire length to fit on a standard legal-size (8 ½" x 14") sheet, in a 

two-fold, six-panel format. This was the same format used for the 2013 survey. The two-fold 

design is generally simple for respondents to use. The folded size of this two-fold design is then 8 

½" high by 4 2/3" wide. One of the six panels is used as a business reply face, for later return 

(postage-free from within the United States) by those respondents who choose not to complete 

the questionnaire before boarding. The edge of this panel also includes an inscription indicating 

the location at which the respondent should seal the form before mailing. 

A draft of the questionnaire was prepared by the project team, informed by the set of questions 
on the 2013 form and discussion with Massport staff. The questionnaire format reflected the 
general chronology of the respondents' travel beginning with the starting place, then moving to 
the airport access trip, the air trip, and finally to general information used to classify respondents. 

A number of changes to the questionnaire were made in consultation with Massport staff, mostly 
pertaining to the addition of questions not previously appearing on the form, the removal of 
questions deemed no longer necessary, or the expansion of existing questions to provide more 
detail. As with the 2013 survey, the survey instructions were printed at the top of the front page 
of the questionnaire. 

The comprehensive question on access mode was updated to better reflect the current access 
mode choices. Specifically: 

• "Parked at the airport in an overflow lot?" was added to the parking option for the private
vehicle type. This option was added to gauge the extent of the parking capacity issues at
Logan;
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• A new choice was added in the Taxi, Car Service, Shuttle, or Van category to reflect the
growing popularity of Transportation Network Companies (TNCs) such as Uber, Lyft, and
Fasten; and

• The choices for Logan Express Bus were updated to include the new route from Back Bay.

The question regarding the mode that would be used if the chosen mode was not available and 

the question regarding egress mode choice were revised to reflect the changes to the access 

mode question described above. 

Some of the questions regarding the respondent's access mode trip were reordered to make the 
questionnaire easier to navigate, such that the travel party, vehicle occupancy, and drop off 
questions that applied to all respondents were presented first, followed by questions that applied 
only to a subset of travelers based on their access travel mode. 

The question regarding travel party size was also simplified - Instead of asking for the "Number of 
people aged 17 and under" and "Number of people aged 18+, including you?", we asked 
respondents for the "Number of people, including you" in the travel party. 

The question on respondents' income was revised to add further detail at the high end, as a 
significant fraction of travelers in prior surveys had been classified in the top category of 
"$200,000 or more." The 2016 questionnaire included categories for "$200,000 to under 
$350,000", "$350,000 to under $500,000", and "$500,000 or more." 

The question previously used to determine employment/student status was revised to combine 
the "student part-time" and "student full-time" categories, and a choice was added for "Person 
with a disability." 

The question "How many people came into the terminal just to see you off?" was not retained 
from the 2013 questionnaire, as it was determined by Massport to be no longer necessary. 

A reduced-size copy of the questionnaire is provided in Appendix A. 

Sample Design 

The sample was designed in a manner generally consistent with that of the previous surveys, and 

using the method typically employed by the project team in other airport surveys. The basic 

approach involves a two-stage sample with implicit stratification. At the first stage, all flights 

scheduled to depart from the airport on a survey day are sampled with probability proportional to 

their seating capacities, as the closest available proxy for their anticipated passenger loadings. At 

the second stage, the goal is to give a questionnaire to all adult (age 18+) passengers who board a 

sampled flight, excluding passengers connecting at the airport from other flights. 

Representation of important characteristics of the underlying population can be further ensured 
through sample stratification. This technique draws the sample taking into account (either 
explicitly or implicitly) certain variables known to have some relationship to the underlying 
behavior of interest (such as ground-access travel decisions). The process of stratification ensures 
that these variables, or strata, are reflected proportionally in the sample. Stratification is also 
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helpful in facilitating the logistical feasibility (and therefore efficiency) of the survey 
administration, making it easier to substitute flights if needed in a manner than preserves the 
original sample design. 

Implicit stratification involves taking steps to ensure that stratification variables are represented in 
the sample in proportion to their incidence in the parent population, rather than using different 
sampling fractions across the implicit strata. The choice of stratification variables reflects prior 
notions about their potential correlation with some aspect of ground-access behavior. 

For the 2016 survey the sample was implicitly stratified by departure time and flight distance, with 
flight distance defined as one of three categories: under 500 miles, 500-1,500 miles, and over 
1,500 miles.1 In theory flight distance (a rough proxy for total trip distance) may be associated 
with time spent away and hence with the amount of luggage carried per traveler. It should be 
noted that the stratification by flight distance is only a minor refinement, given that the current 
composition of flights at Logan is such that there is a significant correlation between flight 
distance and seating capacity (turboprops, regional jets, and large widebody aircraft all have very 
specific and nearly mutually exclusive operating ranges, for example). In addition, prior surveys 
have also been stratified by flight distance. 

Under these circumstances, implicit stratification by distance will not cause flights to be selected 
in proportion to the overall mix of aircraft types at the airport (the goal of stratification), but 
rather, larger aircraft will be sampled disproportionately. The oversampling of larger aircraft is 
already a result of our basic sampling method, and is corrected for at the weighting stage. The 
primary motivation for stratifying by distance was to facilitate the substitution of flights by the 
fieldwork crew when preselected flights were cancelled or significantly delayed (the organization 
of the sample in this manner allowed us to provide a more systematic method to the fieldworkers 
for selecting those substitute flights that maximized consistency with the overall sampling plan). 

1
 The distance categories were chosen in the first instance simply to be consistent with prior surveys; originally we suspect the choice 

of categories likely was intended (lacking a more definitive or objective means to classify them) to roughly reflect the stage lengths of 
regional, medium distance, and transcontinental flights. 
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Selection of sample flights 

For consistency with prior years, Massport specified a target of 8,000 completed surveys. Based 

on the response rate from the 2013 survey, and the latest available information on load factors 

and average seating capacities of flights at the airport, we estimated an expected net response 

rate of 0.29 usable responses per departing passenger. Based on this information, we calculated 

that to achieve the target sample of 8,000 completed surveys it would be necessary to sample 

every 3,583th expected passenger (as determined by the number of seats on each departing flight 

and carrier-specific information on average load factors). This calculation is outlined below in 

Table 1. 

TABLE 1. CALCULATION OF SAMPLING INTERVAL 

Target sample size 8,000 

Divided by: expected usable questionnaires per expected passenger 0.29 

Equals required expected passengers in sample 27,304 

Divided by: average expected passengers per flight (from schedule data) 133.1 

Equals required number of flights for sample 205 

Divided into: total expected passengers during 2016 sample period 734,658 

Equals: required sampling interval 3,583 

A complete schedule of departing flights for each day of the 14-day survey period was supplied by 
Massport. These data also contained information on the total scheduled seats for each flight. This 
list of flights was sorted by distance category, then by departure time, and the total expected 
passengers cumulated. A random integer between 1 and 3,583 was chosen and the flight 
responsible for the expected passenger assigned that number in the cumulative list was chosen as 
the first flight to be sampled. We then selected the flight responsible for every 3,583th expected 
passenger thereafter until the required 205 flights had been selected. This produced a systematic 
sample of flights reasonably spaced in departure time, with selection probability proportional to 
seating capacity. 

Subsequently, minor adjustments were made to the sample, generally to make the administration 
of the survey more logistically feasible and cost effective2. As we will describe further, the final 
achieved sample also reflects substitutions that were made in the survey administration for flights 
that were delayed or cancelled. A complete list of the flights surveyed is provided in Appendix C. 

2
 These minor changes involved changing the day on which a particular chosen flight was sampled, and substituting another flight for a 

flight that was the only sample flight for a small airline. 
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Characteristics of the sample 

Figure 1 shows the distribution of the final set of sample flights by aircraft type. As described 

above, the sampling method results in larger aircraft having a higher probability of selection, and 

the figure reflects this result. While widebody aircraft represent 4% of departing flights at Logan, 

they comprise 7% of the sample. Conversely while regional jets account for 33% of total flights, 

they make up only about 19% of the sample. Similarly while turboprops are 12% of flights at the 

airport, they make up less than 1% of the sample. 

FIGURE 1. DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLED FLIGHTS BY AIRCRAFT TYPE 

Logan is served by six types of commercial aircraft. The most popular type, Small Narrowbody jets, 
include the Airbus A320, A319, and Boeing B737. Regional Jets, including the Embraer E90 and 
Bombardier CRJ 900, serve short-haul flights and shuttle services. Large Narrowbody jets, such as 
the Boeing B737-900, Widebody jets, such as the Airbus A330 and Large Widebody jets such as the 
Boeing B757, serve long-haul flights. 
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Figure 2 shows the distribution of sampled flights by terminal, indicating that 19% of them 

departed from Terminal A, 40% departed from Terminal B, and about 29% from Terminal C. This 

distribution is similar to that of the airport as a whole, but to some extent reflects the fact that 

larger aircraft are more likely to be sampled. For example, the international flights that comprise 

the bulk of Terminal E operations typically use larger aircraft. Terminal E represents about 7% of 

total departures and it makes up 12% of the sample. 

FIGURE 2. DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLED FLIGHTS BY TERMINAL 
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The distribution of flights by departure time is shown in Figure 3. It indicates that generally peak 

periods, especially 7-8AM and 5-6PM represent a higher proportion of flights in the sample. In 

addition, the very end of the day is predominantly characterized by commuter flights, and because 

of their lower seating capacity these flights are less likely to be selected for the sample. 

FIGURE 3. DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLED FLIGHTS BY DEPARTURE TIME 
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The number of flights sampled on each day of the survey period is shown in Figure 4. The figure 

shows that the number of flights surveyed per day across the survey period stayed relatively 

stable. 

FIGURE 4. DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLED FLIGHTS BY DAY 
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Survey Execution 

The survey was administered on each of the 14 days between Tuesday, April 25 and Monday, May 

8, 2016, and was conducted by fieldwork subcontractor Granite State Marketing Research, Inc. 

(GSMR). 

Preparation for survey administration 

A total of 13,000 questionnaires were printed, based on the target number of completed surveys 

and the estimated response rate, and to ensure that the fieldworkers had an adequate supply at 

all times. All fieldworkers participated in a 2- to 3-hour training session at the airport shortly 

before commencing work on the survey. The training familiarized the staff with the survey 

procedures, the geography of the airport, and the principal objectives of the survey. The 

fieldworkers were also given a written manual of instructions based on standard materials used by 

the project team for airport departing passenger surveys, and tailored to the specifics of this 

survey by GSMR. 

Emails were sent by Massport to the airline station managers in advance of the survey notifying 
them of the survey dates, the specific flights that would be surveyed, and soliciting the 
cooperation of their gate personnel in providing boarding count information to the survey crew. 
These communications also requested that the station managers inform us of any last minute 
schedule changes or other instances in which the data with which we had supplied them did not 
match their own internal flight information. 

GSMR management developed a schedule for the fieldworkers in advance of the survey that 
indicated the specific personnel that were to be assigned to each sample flight. All members of 
the fieldwork crew were fingerprinted and badged by the Massport Security office in order to 
allow them access to the departure lounge areas for the purposes of conducting the survey. Tolu 
Ogunbekun of SDG, Mark Kiefer, and Andrew Desautels were also badged so that they could 
provide insight and supervision as needed during the execution of the survey. Massport provided 
the GSMR survey crew with a central office location at the airport from which to coordinate all 
survey activities and store survey materials. 

Survey process 

The survey was carried out by GSMR using teams of fieldworkers according to the previously-

prepared schedule described above. A GSMR supervisor was on hand at all times to coordinate 

each day's activities, and the individual survey teams each also included a senior interviewer to act 

as a team leader. The process by which the survey was administered can be summarized as 

follows. 

Survey personnel were instructed to arrive at the gate at least one hour before the scheduled 
departure time of the flight, inform gate personnel of their presence, and explain the protocol for 
the survey administration. The fieldworkers also informed gate personnel that when the flight had 
finished boarding they would need to obtain final boarding count information. Fieldworkers then 
screened each person waiting to board the flight according to a predetermined set of questions to 
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determine their eligibility, and eligible passengers were given a survey form to fill out and asked to 
return it to any of the survey personnel. These screening questions were printed on a Fieldworker 
Record Sheet, on which the number of passengers connecting from other flights and not meeting 
the age eligibility requirement (18 years) were also recorded. A copy of the Fieldworker Record 
Sheet is provided in Appendix B. 

Because of security concerns, the fieldworkers were not allowed to use collection boxes for the 
completed survey forms, but one fieldworker was positioned at the head of the line of boarding 
passengers to collect any remaining survey forms. The team leader requested final boarding count 
information from the gate agent once the flight closed. Finally, the number of questionnaires 
distributed, and their respective serial numbers, were recorded on a Flight Summary Sheet, a copy 
of which is also provided in Appendix B. 

In cases where flights were significantly delayed or cancelled, the survey supervisor was given the 
discretion to choose a replacement flight. A list of replacement flights for each day of the survey 
period was supplied to the supervisors in advance of the start of the survey. For each flight 
scheduled to be surveyed that day, the list contained information for five alternative flights, 
representing the next five flights departing from the same terminal and within the same flight 
distance category as the original survey flight. This alternative flight information included the 
carrier, flight number, departure time, destination, and the estimated size of the fieldwork crew 
required to survey the flight. 

When flight substitutions were necessary, the supervisor was instructed to select the alternative 
flight that could most easily be surveyed (to minimize disruption to the rest of the survey 
schedule), while choosing a flight by the same airline as the original survey flight if possible. 

Sample Weighting 

Weights were applied to the survey responses for analysis purposes in order for the sample to 

more appropriately reflect the population of ground-access passengers. This weighting is 

necessary for several reasons: 

• Basic sample design needs. The general philosophy of the sample design is that flights are
selected with probability proportional to equipment capacity, as the best available proxy for
relative loadings. [If the sample selected flights with equal probability, it would be inefficient
because it would involve a much larger number of "smaller" flights.] If there were perfect
correlation between capacity and loadings (that is, if every flight had the same load factor), a
"self-weighting" sample (that is, one not requiring any additional weighting) would be
obtained by the random selection of an equal number of respondents per flight. But with the
self-completion method the marginal costs of additional passengers per flight are much
lower than the marginal costs of additional sample flights, so the most cost-effective (and
logistically feasible) approach is to seek responses from all qualified passengers on the
selected flight. This design, however, does "oversample" passengers on the "larger" flights,
and weighting is necessary to correct for this.
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• Varying load factors by flight. While seating capacity is in the first instance the closest
available proxy for passenger loads, the actual number of passengers onboard will
necessarily vary by flight.

• Varying response rates by flight. The proportion of qualified departing passengers providing
usable responses will likewise vary across flights, and weighting is required to reflect this
variation in response rates.

• Inference of common behavior within travel parties. The questionnaire asks respondents to
indicate the size of their travel party (defined as sharing a common vehicle for both air and
ground-access travel), and also the number of travel party members filling out
questionnaires. Where characteristics are expected to be the same across travel party
members, weights are used to expand the responses to infer aspects of ground-access
behavior for other members of the travel party not filling out questionnaires.

The weights were calculated as described in more detail in the following sections. 

Step 1: Correct for travel party size effects 

The calculation of the first stage weight varies depending on whether or not the ground-access 

variable of interest is expected to be identical across all members of a travel party. 

Let Aij be the number of people in the travel party reported by the jth respondent on flight i. Let Rij 
be the reported total number of respondents from this travel party3. Then for those ground-access 
variables that are expected to be identical for all travel party members, the first stage weight was 
computed as 

𝑊1𝑖𝑗 =
𝐴𝑖𝑗

𝑅𝑖𝑗

For all other variables that are not inferable from knowledge of the travel party composition, 

𝑊1𝑖𝑗 = 1 

Step 2: Weight the responses to reflect total ground-access passengers for each sample flight 

From the information gathered from the lead gate agent after the flight has closed, let bi be the 

number of originating (that is, not continuing) passengers on flight i. The second stage weight was 

computed as 

𝑊2𝑖𝑗 =
𝑏𝑖

∑ 𝑊1𝑖𝑗𝑗

3
 When responders incorrectly answer the travel party question, Rij may be an incorrect estimate of the total number of usable 

responses received from the travel party. While some of these responses are likely correct (e.g. a large travel party response from 
passengers on charter buses), we have no way of knowing which are correct and which are incorrect. After consultation with Massport 
staff, it was decided to not refine the estimate of Rij to preserve comparability with the 2013 survey. 
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Step 3: Weight each flight by the inverse of its selection probability 

Consider distance category k. Let Si be the number of seats attributed to flight i, and let nk be the 

number of flights sampled in distance category k. The third stage weight was computed as 

𝑊3𝑖 =
∑ 𝑆𝑖𝑖𝑘

𝑛𝑘𝑆𝑖

Step 4: Final computation of weights 

The final weights for each response were computed as the product of each of the weights 

described above, as follows: 

𝑊𝑖𝑗 = 𝑊1𝑖𝑗 ∗𝑊2𝑖𝑗 ∗ 𝑊3𝑖 

The choice of weights for further analysis of the data 

As described above, the calculation of the first stage weight (w1, above) varies depending on 

whether or not the ground-access variable of interest is expected to be identical across all 

members of a travel party. Since the weights need to be used in the analysis of all of the ground-

access variables measured with the survey, we have therefore computed two separate weights for 

each survey response: 

• Weight A is used for variables describing travel patterns that are (by definition of what
constitutes a "travel party") the same for all members of the travel party. Examples are
details of the ground-access trip (origin, mode, etc.) and details of today's air trip (flight,
destination airport, etc.). This weight imputes to the whole travel party the responses
received from any members thereof, and uses the first definition of w1 shown above.

• Weight B is used for variables describing aspects that are not necessarily the same for all
members of the same travel party. Examples include personal characteristics (sex, household
income, etc.) and details of the corresponding inbound flight. This weight is calculated using
the latter definition of w1, in which w1 is assumed to equal 1.

Application of Weights 

Weight A should be used when examining attributes that do not vary within travel parties (e.g. 

access mode or trip origin), and Weight B should be used when examining attributes that can vary 

within travel parties (e.g. age or income). In addition, Weight B should be used in a crosstab of a 

Weight A and Weight B variable. To obtain the proper number of weighted responses, the analyst 

should sum the values of the appropriate weight across the set of surveys where the desired 

response is given, rather than simply counting the number of surveys where the desired response 

is given. 
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Creation of Final Survey Database 

Table 2 provides a summary of how the final survey database was created. It shows that of the 

11,643 survey forms distributed, 8,961 were returned at the airport, and consistent with prior 

years, a small number of additional forms (118) were returned by mail4. Surveys were distributed 

to passengers on 205 flights, including 9 flights that were substituted by the fieldwork crews from 

the flight substitution list. 

We eliminated 198 responses representing questionnaires accidentally given to passengers on 
non-surveyed flights, non-ground-access passengers (those connecting at Logan from another 
flight), or that were determined to be incomplete during the data cleaning phase5. 

TABLE 2. TOTAL USABLE RESPONSES 

Total questionnaires distributed 11,643 

Surveys returned at airport 8,961 

Plus surveys returned by mail 118 

Equals total surveys returned 9,079 

Less unusable responses for non-surveyed flights, non-ground-access passengers, and 
additional incomplete responses 

-198

Equals total usable responses 8,881 

The responses from the surveys were entered into machine readable format and coded by a data 
entry vendor. SDG performed additional error checking, cleaning, and recoding of the responses 
as needed. This work included standardizing the responses to free-response ("write-in") questions, 
and correcting inconsistent responses. Examples of the latter might include situations where the 
respondents had indicated private vehicle as their access mode in Question 3 but then wrote in a 
subway station, failed to include themselves in recording their travel party size, or failed to check 
"AM" or "PM" when recording the times requested in several of the questions6. The results of the 
analysis of the resulting 8,881 questionnaires are described in the following chapters. 

4
 The Business Reply Mail face included on the survey questionnaire only allows the form to be mailed postage-paid within the United 

States. 

5
 Because flights sometimes share departure lounges, surveys will occasionally be accidentally given to passengers not on sample 

flights. The responses from these passengers are removed from the database. 

6
 In many cases these responses could be corrected by inferring the information from the response to these or other questions, but we 

were not able to correct all of these situations. 
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3. Summary Results-Comparison with
Prior Years
Overview 

This chapter provides a summary comparison with the prior three surveys, which were 

respectively conducted in 2007, 2010, and 20137. 

Respondents who indicated that Logan Airport was at the "home" end of their air trip were 
classified as residents, and respondents who indicated that their air travel was primarily part of a 
business trip were classified as business passengers. 

Table 3 compares the share of weekday passengers by market segment across the five surveys. 
Resident non-business continues to be the largest market segment, and has increased to over 43% 
of total passengers. The non-resident non-business share has also increased since the 2013 
survey, while the resident business and non-resident business shares have decreased. Overall, the 
business share of weekday passengers has decreased from 42.4% in 2013 to 38.1% in 2016. 

TABLE 3. DISTRIBUTION OF LOGAN GROUND-ACCESS PASSENGERS BY MARKET SEGMENT, WEEKDAY TRIPS (2007-
2016) 

Market Segment 2007 2010 2013 2016 

Resident Business 25.3% 21.0% 18.6% 18.1% 

Resident Non-Business 34.0% 33.6% 40.9% 43.4% 

Non-Resident Business 26.1% 19.5% 23.8% 20.0% 

Non-Resident Non-Business 14.6% 25.8% 16.8% 18.5% 

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

7
 Statistics from the 2007 survey are taken from CRA International (formerly Charles River Associates), 2007 Logan International Airport 

Air Passenger Ground-Access Survey. Statistics from the 2010 survey are taken from Ricondo & Associates, Inc., 2010 Boston Logan 
International Airport Air Passenger Ground-Access Survey. Statistics from the 2013 survey are taken from Steer Davies Gleave, 2013 
Logan International Airport Air Passenger Ground-Access Survey. 
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Table 4 compares the shares of survey respondents by gender between the 2007, 2010, 2013, and 

2016 surveys, and Table 5 compares the distribution of passengers by age group over the same 

surveys. There is a 50/50 gender split in 2016, identical to the 2010 result and very similar to the 

51% male/49% female distribution observed in 2013. The age distribution of passengers is likewise 

generally consistent with the previous two surveys, with the largest difference being the increase 

in the share of passengers under 25. 

TABLE 4. DISTRIBUTION OF LOGAN GROUND-ACCESS PASSENGERS BY GENDER, ALL TRIPS (2007-2016) 

Gender 2007 2010 2013 2016 

Male 54% 50% 51% 50% 

Female 46% 50% 49% 50% 

Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 

. 

TABLE 5. DISTRIBUTION OF LOGAN GROUND-ACCESS PASSENGERS BY AGE, ALL TRIPS (2007-2016) 

Age 2007 2010 2013 2016 

Under 25 8% 10% 8% 11% 

25-34 21% 22% 22% 24% 

35-44 23% 17% 18% 16% 

45-54 23% 22% 21% 20% 

55-64 18% 19% 19% 17% 

65 and over 8% 10% 12% 12% 

Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 
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Table 6 compares the primary access mode shares with those from the three previous surveys. 

Overall, the automobile mode share (including private vehicle, rental vehicle, taxi, and 

Uber/Lyft/Fasten) has decreased from 72.2% to 69.5%, a result similar to the 70.0% share 

observed in 2010. This decline was driven by a decrease in private vehicle share, most notably the 

"dropped off" and "parked off-airport" categories, and the large decline in taxi share. These 

reductions are mirrored in the now significant share (14.3%) of Transportation Network 

Companies (TNCs) such as Uber, Lyft, and Fasten, which have likely captured many of these 

ground-access passengers. Rental vehicle share increased only slightly from 2013. 

TABLE 6 DISTRIBUTION OF LOGAN GROUND-ACCESS PASSENGERS BY GROUND-ACCESS MODE, ALL TRIPS (2007-2016) 

Mode 2007 2010 2013 2016 

Automobile 

Private Vehicle 

Dropped off 23.3% 27.0% 28.0% 21.3% 

Parked On-Airport 14.6% 12.2% 12.5% 11.4% 

Parked Off-Airport 2.3% 1.1% 2.6% 1.8% 

Rental Vehicle 12.4% 10.9% 10.4% 10.9% 

Taxicab 19.7% 18.8% 18.6% 9.8% 

Uber/Lyft/Fasten - - - 14.3% 

Total 72.2% 70.0% 72.2% 69.5% 

HOV/Shared Ride 

Public Transit 

Logan Express Bus 3.3% 4.0% 3.9% 5.2% 

Other Express Bus 3.0% 3.7% 2.9% 4.5% 

MBTA Blue Line Subway 3.5% 4.0% 2.7% 3.1% 

MBTA Silver Line Bus 2.6% 3.1% 4.7% 3.3% 

Water Shuttle/Water Taxi 0.4% 0.3% 0.2% 0.2% 

Other Shared-Ride Vehicles 

Car Service or Shared-Ride Van 8.1% 8.2% 8.3% 8.1% 

Free Hotel/Courtesy Shuttle 3.5% 4.4% 3.3% 3.3% 

Charter Bus 2.5% 1.3% 1.3% 1.5% 

Other 0.9% 1.1% 0.4% 1.1% 

Total 27.8% 30.0% 27.8% 30.5% 

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

MBTA Blue Line mode share increased from 2.7% to 3.1% while Silver Line mode share declined 

from 4.7% to 3.3%. Their combined mode share fell from 7.4% to 6.4%. Logan Express share 

increased from 3.9% in 2013 to 5.2%, at least in part reflecting the addition of service from 
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Boston's Back Bay and the addition of a parking garage at the Framingham Logan Express site. The 

mode share of other express bus services such as C&J, Concord, P&B, etc., also increased, rising to 

4.5% from its 2013 share of 2.9%. The share of trips by other shared-ride vehicles remained 

generally consistent with prior years. 

Table 7 compares the geographic distribution of airport access trip origins over the previous five 
surveys. While the distribution of trip origins has remained relatively consistent, the share of trip 
origins outside of I-495 has continued to increase since 2007, and now accounts for 28% of airport 
ground-access passengers. This increase may be due in part to Low-Cost Carrier growth at Logan 
and the availability of more flight options at Logan, which has likely attracted some passengers 
that would have otherwise traveled to/from Manchester and Providence. 

TABLE 7. DISTRIBUTION OF LOGAN GROUND-ACCESS PASSENGERS BY TRIP ORIGIN ZONE, ALL TRIPS (2007-2016) 

Trip Origin Zone 2007 2010 2013 2016 

Inside Route 128 53% 52% 55% 52% 

Between Route 128 and I-495 26% 25% 21% 20% 

Outside I-495 21% 23% 24% 28% 

Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 
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4. Detailed Results
Overview 

This chapter presents detailed results of the 2016 Survey. We first provide a profile of the ground-

access passengers at Logan, and then describe the characteristics of these travelers in terms of 

their mode choices and other characteristics of their ground-access trips. 

Profile of Passengers 

Respondents who indicated that Logan Airport was at the "home" end of their air trip were 

classified as residents, and respondents who indicated that their air travel was primarily part of a 

business trip were classified as business passengers. 

Overall, 34.9% of ground-access passengers using Logan Airport in 2016 are traveling for business 
purposes. This number increases to 38.1% on weekdays. Table 8 presents the distribution of 
ground-access passengers by market segment (a combination to trip purpose and resident/non-
resident status) and day of the week. As expected, the share of non-resident non-business travel is 
significantly higher on weekends. 

TABLE 8. DISTRIBUTION OF LOGAN GROUND-ACCESS PASSENGERS BY MARKET SEGMENT AND DAY TYPE 

Market Segment Weekday Weekend All Days 

Resident Business 18.1% 15.5% 17.4% 

Resident Non-Business 43.4% 36.8% 41.7% 

Non-Resident Business 20.0% 10.7% 17.5% 

Non-Resident Non-Business 18.5% 37.0% 23.4% 

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

The increase in the share of non-business travel generally, and the growth of the non-resident 
non-business market segment in particular, likely reflects the increased importance of 
international trips at Logan, which are significantly weighted toward non-business travelers. 
International flights comprised 16% of the sample in 2016 compared with 13% in 2013, and flights 
from overseas (non-Canada and Mexico) destinations made up 14% of the sample compared with 
12% in 2013. 

Overseas visitors to Boston have been increasing steadily over the last decade, and have increased 
significantly since 2013, growing by 10% between 2013 and 2014, and another 14% between 2014 
and 2015.8 Massachusetts as a whole and the New England region saw similar increases between 

8
 Greater Boston Convention and Visitors Bureau, see https://www.bostonusa.com/media/statistics-reports/overseas-

visitation/ 

https://www.bostonusa.com/media/statistics-reports/overseas-visitation/
https://www.bostonusa.com/media/statistics-reports/overseas-visitation/
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2014 and 2015 at 15% and 13%, respectively.9 Much of this growth has been driven by China, with 
visits from China to Boston having more than doubled between 2013 and 2015.10 

While data for the April-May survey period in 2016 are not yet available, preliminary statistics for 
the first two months of 2016 suggest that this trend has continued, with total overseas visits to 
the US in which Boston was the port of entry having increased year-over-year by 26%, 24%, and 
18% for January, February, and March 2016, respectively.11 

Overseas visitation to the US is dominated by non-business travelers, who made up 82% of total 
visits by non-residents in 2015.12 Overseas visits to Boston likely have a higher fraction of business 
travelers, but available statistics suggest that non-business travelers nevertheless represent about 
71% of the total.13 

Figure 5 provides a spatial representation of the distribution of total daily departing passengers 
accessing Logan. It shows that the highest densities of Logan departing passengers originate in 
downtown Boston, Beacon Hill, Back Bay, and Cambridge. The second tier of passenger densities 
includes most of the communities within Route 128, and a few of the wealthier outlying 
communities. Figure 6 provides a more detailed spatial representation of the passengers 
originating from Brookline, Cambridge, and Somerville. 

9
 National Travel and Tourism Office, Overseas Visitation Estimates for U.S. States, Cities, and Census Regions: 2015. 

10
 GBCVB, op cit. 

11
 U.S. Department of Commerce, ITA, National Travel and Tourism Office from the Summary of International Travel to the U.S. (I-94) 

report. Note that these data are not directly comparable to the statistics cited for full year 2015 as they reflect port of entry rather than 
final destination. 

12
 ITA, op cit. 

13
 National Travel and Tourism Office, Profile of Overseas Travelers to the United States: 2015 Inbound. 
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FIGURE 5. DISTRIBUTION OF DAILY DEPARTING GROUND-ACCESS PASSENGER ORIGINS 
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FIGURE 6. DISTRIBUTION OF DAILY DEPARTING GROUND-ACCESS PASSENGER ORIGINS FROM URBAN CORE 
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Table 9 combines the market segment and trip origin location information shown above, and 

indicates that, in general, the share of business travelers is higher for trip origins closer to the 

urban core. The urban core includes Boston, Brookline, Cambridge, and Somerville. Non-resident 

business trips are particularly high in the urban core, as the destinations of these travelers are 

likely to be located in dense commercial areas. The share of resident trips is the highest between 

Route 128 and I-495, reflecting significant suburban population in this zone. 

TABLE 9. DISTRIBUTION OF LOGAN GROUND-ACCESS PASSENGERS BY MARKET SEGMENT AND TRIP ORIGIN ZONE, ALL 
TRIPS 

Market 
Segment 

Urban 
Core 

Between Urban 
Core and Route 

128 
Between Route 

128 and I-495 
Outside I-495, 

within MA 
Outside 

of MA 

Resident 
Business 

4.8% 3.7% 5.0% 2.6% 2.4% 

Resident Non-
Business 

12.4% 6.1% 9.7% 6.8% 8.1% 

Non-Resident 
Business 

8.7% 2.5% 2.8% 1.1% 1.1% 

Non-Resident 
Non-Business 

10.8% 3.3% 3.0% 2.6% 2.6% 

Total 36.7% 15.6% 20.5% 13.1% 14.2% 
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Table 10 and Table 11 provide a further breakdown of the market segments into weekday and 

weekend trips, respectively. These tables show that the share of non-resident non-business 

passengers increases sharply across all zones on weekends, at the expense of the other three 

market segments. Not surprisingly, the largest increase in non-resident non-business passengers 

occurs in the urban core, reflecting the urban core's higher appeal as a leisure destination. 

TABLE 10. DISTRIBUTION OF LOGAN GROUND-ACCESS PASSENGERS BY MARKET SEGMENT AND TRIP ORIGIN ZONE, 
WEEKDAY TRIPS 

Market 
Segment 

Urban 
Core 

Between Urban 
Core and Route 

128 
Between Route 

128 and I-495 
Outside I-495, 

within MA 
Outside 

of MA 

Resident 
Business 

5.3% 3.7% 5.2% 2.7% 2.2% 

Resident Non-
Business 

11.9% 6.7% 10.9% 7.2% 8.1% 

Non-Resident 
Business 

9.7% 2.8% 3.3% 1.2% 1.2% 

Non-Resident 
Non-Business 

8.2% 3.0% 2.6% 1.8% 2.5% 

Total 35.1% 16.2% 22.0% 12.9% 14.0% 

TABLE 11. DISTRIBUTION OF LOGAN GROUND-ACCESS PASSENGERS BY MARKET SEGMENT AND TRIP ORIGIN ZONE, 
WEEKEND TRIPS 

Market 
Segment 

Urban 
Core 

Between Urban 
Core and Route 

128 
Between Route 

128 and I-495 
Outside I-495, 

within MA 
Outside 

of MA 

Resident 
Business 

3.3% 3.7% 4.4% 2.3% 2.8% 

Resident Non-
Business 

13.8% 4.5% 6.5% 5.6% 8.2% 

Non-Resident 
Business 

5.8% 1.6% 1.3% 0.8% 0.9% 

Non-Resident 
Non-Business 

18.1% 4.3% 4.1% 4.6% 3.1% 

Total 41.0% 13.1% 16.3% 13.3% 15.0% 
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Table 12 shows the gender distribution by market segment. While men represent half of total 

ground-access passengers, they account for 65% and 62% of resident business and non-resident 

business passengers, respectively. 

TABLE 12. DISTRIBUTION OF LOGAN GROUND-ACCESS PASSENGERS BY GENDER AND MARKET SEGMENT 

Gender 
Resident 
Business 

Resident Non-
Business 

Non-Resident 
Business 

Non-Resident Non-
Business 

All 
Segments 

Male 65.0% 39.9% 62.4% 43.5% 49.6% 

Female 35.0% 60.1% 37.6% 56.5% 50.4% 

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
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Incomes of Logan ground-access passengers are considerably higher than those of the region as a 

whole. Table 13 shows that the median annual household income of Logan ground-access 

passengers is between $120,000 and $150,000, and that more than a quarter of ground-access 

passengers have annual household incomes that are $200,000 or more. By comparison, the US 

Census Bureau estimated that the median household income in the Boston-Cambridge-Newton 

Metropolitan Area was $78,800 in 201514. The distribution of ground-access passengers across 

income levels is not notably different for residents and non-residents. 

TABLE 13. DISTRIBUTION OF LOGAN GROUND-ACCESS PASSENGERS BY ANNUAL HOUSEHOLD INCOME AND 
RESIDENCY 

Annual Household Income Resident Non-Resident All Passengers 

Under $30,000 7.1% 7.0% 7.0% 

$30,000 to under $60,000 11.9% 11.7% 11.8% 

$60,000 to under $90,000* 14.3% 14.3% 14.3% 

$90,000 to under $120,000 15.1% 13.8% 14.6% 

$120,000 to under $150,000** 11.2% 10.7% 11.0% 

$150,000 to under $180,000 9.9% 9.6% 9.7% 

$180,000 to under $200,000 5.7% 7.4% 6.3% 

$200,000 to under $350,000 14.0% 12.7% 13.5% 

$350,000 to under $500,000 4.9% 5.4% 5.1% 

$500,000 or more 6.0% 7.5% 6.6% 

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

*Includes 2015 Census American Community Survey Boston-Cambridge-Newton Metropolitan
Area median household income of $78,800.
**2016 Logan Air Passenger Survey median household income.

14
 US Census Bureau, 2015 American Community Survey 1-Year Estimates 
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Table 14 further stratifies the above information by trip purpose. Not surprisingly, business 

travelers at Logan have generally higher incomes than non-business passengers. It is also notable 

that resident business passengers have significantly higher incomes than non-resident business 

travelers, while resident non-business travelers have slightly lower incomes than non-resident 

non-business travelers. This information can be useful for estimating elasticities of demand for on-

airport parking and other ground-access services. 

TABLE 14. DISTRIBUTION OF LOGAN GROUND-ACCESS PASSENGERS BY INCOME AND MARKET SEGMENT 

Annual Household 
Income 

Resident 
Business 

Resident Non-
Business 

Non-Resident 
Business 

Non-Resident Non-
Business 

Under $30,000 2.9% 9.1% 2.8% 10.0% 

$30,000 to under 
$60,000 

5.9% 14.9% 5.7% 16.5% 

$60,000 to under 
$90,000 

9.8% 16.5% 10.8% 17.3% 

$90,000 to under 
$120,000 

12.3% 16.7% 12.4% 15.0% 

$120,000 to under 
$150,000 

11.2% 11.2% 12.4% 9.1% 

$150,000 to under 
$180,000 

11.1% 9.4% 12.8% 7.1% 

$180,000 to under 
$200,000 

7.8% 4.6% 9.2% 5.8% 

$200,000 to under 
$350,000 

21.0% 10.3% 18.0% 8.5% 

$350,000 to under 
$500,000 

7.8% 3.5% 8.1% 3.3% 

$500,000 or more 10.3% 3.8% 7.8% 7.3% 

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
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Ground-Access Mode 

Table 15 presents the distribution of ground-access passengers by primary access mode and day 

type. Automobile modes (including private vehicle, rental vehicle, and taxi) accounted for 69% of 

passengers on weekdays, and 71% of weekend passengers. The increase in auto trips on 

weekends is primarily due to increases in the rental vehicle and private vehicle "dropped off" 

shares, as the taxi and Uber/Lyft/Fasten mode shares stay relatively constant across day types. 

Private vehicle "parked at terminal" share drops markedly on weekends, likely reflecting the drop 

in business passengers. 

HOV/Shared Ride mode share is slightly lower on weekends than weekdays (29% vs. 31%). This 
reflects differences in Logan Express, Silver Line, and car service shares, which are offset to some 
extent by increases in the share of passengers using the Blue Line and other van or limo services. 
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TABLE 15. DISTRIBUTION OF LOGAN GROUND-ACCESS PASSENGERS BY MODE AND DAY TYPE 

Ground Access Mode Weekday Weekend All Trips 

Automobile 

Private Vehicle 

Dropped Off 19.2% 26.5% 21.3% 

Parked at Terminal 9.8% 5.7% 8.6% 

Parked in Economy Lot or Overflow 3.1% 1.9% 2.8% 

Parked Off-Airport 1.8% 1.7% 1.8% 

Rental Vehicle 10.6% 11.6% 10.9% 

Taxicab 10.0% 9.5% 9.8% 

Uber/Lyft/Fasten 14.4% 14.2% 14.3% 

Total 68.8% 71.1% 69.5% 

HOV/Shared Ride 

Public Transit 

Logan Express Bus 5.8% 3.8% 5.2% 

Other Express Bus 4.6% 4.2% 4.5% 

MBTA Blue Line Subway 2.2% 5.6% 3.1% 

MBTA Silver Line Bus 3.8% 2.3% 3.3% 

Water Shuttle/Water Taxi 0.2% 0.1% 0.2% 

Other Shared-Ride Vehicles 

Car Service (black car, limo) 5.9% 4.4% 5.5% 

Shared-Ride Van 2.6% 2.9% 2.7% 

Free Hotel/Courtesy Shuttle 3.4% 3.2% 3.3% 

Charter Bus 1.7% 1.2% 1.5% 

Other 1.0% 1.3% 1.1% 

Total 31.2% 28.9% 30.5% 

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
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Table 16 presents the distribution of ground-access passengers by primary access mode and 

market segment. Automobile modes (including private vehicle, rental vehicle, and taxi) accounted 

for 75% of non-resident, non-business passengers, and only 65% of resident, non-business 

passengers. Non-resident passengers are more likely to use rental vehicles and taxi than residents. 

The Uber/Lyft/Fasten share is relatively the same across all market segments. 

The mode share for the HOV/Shared Ride modes is lowest for non-resident, non-business (25%), 
and highest for resident, non-business passengers (35%) in part because resident passengers have 
more knowledge of local ground transportation modes. 

TABLE 16. DISTRIBUTION OF LOGAN GROUND-ACCESS PASSENGERS BY MODE AND MARKET SEGMENT 

Ground Access Mode 
Resident 
Business 

Resident  
Non-Business 

Non-Resident 
Business 

Non-Resident 
Non-Business 

Automobile 

Private Vehicle 

Dropped Off 15.5% 26.8% 5.3% 25.9% 

Parked at Terminal 24.6% 10.3% 0.7% 1.8% 

Parked in Economy Lot or Overflow 5.8% 3.9% 0.4% 0.8% 

Parked Off-Airport 2.1% 3.3% 0.0% 0.2% 

Rental Vehicle 2.0% 2.1% 29.2% 20.9% 

Taxicab 9.0% 4.9% 21.4% 10.4% 

Uber/Lyft/Fasten 14.5% 13.7% 14.8% 15.1% 

Total 73.5% 65.1% 71.8% 75.1% 

HOV/Shared Ride 

Public Transit 

Logan Express Bus 4.5% 7.5% 2.3% 3.5% 

Other Express Bus 3.9% 6.8% 1.0% 3.5% 

MBTA Blue Line Subway 0.9% 4.4% 1.9% 3.4% 

MBTA Silver Line Bus 2.2% 4.2% 2.3% 3.7% 

Water Shuttle/Water Taxi 0.1% 0.3% 0.0% 0.1% 

Other Shared-Ride Vehicles 

Car Service (black car, limo) 10.7% 5.0% 6.3% 2.5% 

Shared-Ride Van 1.4% 2.3% 3.2% 2.4% 

Free Hotel/Courtesy Shuttle 0.4% 2.2% 7.3% 4.7% 

Charter Bus 2.2% 1.6% 3.3% 0.1% 

Other 0.2% 0.8% 0.6% 1.0% 

Total 26.5% 34.9% 28.2% 24.9% 

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
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Table 17 presents the average occupancy for the "rubber tire" vehicle modes. The table shows 

that combined average occupancy is lower for the automobile modes compared with the average 
of car services and shared-ride vans. Occupancy for private vehicles and rental vehicles are the 

highest among the automobile modes, at almost two persons per vehicle on average. The shared-

ride van category has the highest average occupancy among the rubber tire HOV/shared ride 

modes at 8.12.

TABLE 17. AVERAGE VEHICLE OCCUPANCY BY GROUND-ACCESS MODE 

Ground-Access Mode Average Vehicle Occupancy 
% SOV 

Passengers 

Private vehicle 1.75 33.4%

Rental vehicle 1.91 27.1%

Taxi 1.54 41.8%

Uber/Lyft/Fasten 1.41 51.8%

Combined auto modes 1.66 37.4%

Car Service (black car, limo) 1.56 42.2%

Shared-Ride Van 8.12   7.7%

Combined HOV/Shared-ride modes 2.20 33.5%

Combined all modes 1.70 37.0%

The average vehicle occupancy (AvVehOcc) is the ratio of the total number of ground-access 

passengers represented in the sample (Pax) to the total number of vehicles used by those 

passengers for ground-access trips (Veh): 

𝐴𝑣𝑉𝑒ℎ𝑂𝑐𝑐 =
𝑃𝑎𝑥

𝑉𝑒ℎ

The number of passengers (Pax) is the sum for all surveys of the following quantity: Weight B 
(WtB) times the number of passengers in the travel party who came to the airport in the same 
vehicle and traveled together on the same flight (Pax in Party) divided by the number of 
passengers in the travel party who completed the survey (Pax completing survey): 

𝑃𝑎𝑥 =∑
𝑊𝑡𝐵 ∗ 𝑃𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑦

𝑃𝑎𝑥𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑦

The number of vehicles (Veh) is the sum for all surveys of the same quantity divided by the 
number of passengers in the travel party's ground-access vehicle (VehOcc): 

𝑉𝑒ℎ =∑
𝑊𝑡𝐵 ∗ 𝑃𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑦

(𝑃𝑎𝑥𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑦) ∗ (𝑉𝑒ℎ𝑂𝑐𝑐)
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Table 18 presents the distribution of ground-access passengers by travel party size and market 

segment. As expected, business passengers, especially those who are residents, tend to travel in 

smaller parties. Most of the larger travel parties consist of non-business passengers, although a 

small number do fall within the non-resident business market segment. This likely reflects 

Boston's attractiveness as a location for conventions and other large business events. 

TABLE 18. DISTRIBUTION OF LOGAN GROUND-ACCESS PASSENGERS BY TRAVEL PARTY SIZE AND MARKET SEGMENT 

Travel Party 
Size 

Resident 
Business 

Resident Non-
business 

Non-resident 
Business 

Non-Resident Non-
Business 

1 74.0% 30.1% 49.5% 33.5% 

2 14.8% 38.1% 21.6% 38.9% 

3 3.2% 8.8% 9.6% 11.3% 

4 1.6% 7.6% 6.1% 6.9% 

5 0.7% 3.1% 1.1% 2.7% 

6 to 10 2.0% 5.8% 6.7% 2.0% 

11 to 15 0.1% 1.5% 1.2% 0.5% 

More than 
15 

3.5% 5.0% 4.2% 4.3% 

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

HOV/non-automobile access 

Table 19 presents the distribution of HOV ground-access passengers by market segment. The table 

shows that resident business travelers make up the smallest share of HOV ground-access 

passengers, which is consistent with this market segment being the most likely to use private 

auto. Resident non-business travelers make up the largest share of HOV ground-access passengers 

on all days. On weekends, the non-resident non-business segment comprises a larger share of 

HOV ground-access passengers than the non-resident business segment, while on the weekdays 

the shares for these segments are nearly the same. 

TABLE 19. DISTRIBUTION OF HOV GROUND-ACCESS PASSENGERS BY MARKET SEGMENT AND DAY TYPE 

Market Segment Weekday Weekend All Days 

Resident Business 15.0% 16.4% 15.4% 

Resident Non-Business 49.3% 45.9% 48.5% 

Non-Resident Business 17.7% 13.3% 16.6% 

Non-Resident Non-Business 18.0% 24.4% 19.5% 

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
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Private vehicle access and parking 

Table 20 presents the distribution of private vehicle passengers by parking choice and day type. 

On weekdays, a much higher share of private vehicle passengers park their vehicles across all four 

parking categories than on weekends. This is consistent with the higher share of business travel 

observed on weekdays. The higher off-airport share on weekdays may reflect the higher incidence 

of on-airport parking being filled to capacity on weekdays. 

TABLE 20. DISTRIBUTION OF LOGAN PRIVATE VEHICLE PASSENGERS BY PARKING CHOICE AND DAY TYPE 

Parking Choice Weekday Weekend All Days 

Vehicle Not Parked (dropped off) 56.6% 74.0% 61.8% 

Parked at Terminal 28.9% 15.9% 25.0% 

Parked in Economy Lot 7.6% 4.8% 6.7% 

Parked in Overflow 1.6% 0.5% 1.3% 

Parked Off-Airport 5.3% 4.8% 5.1% 

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

Table 21 presents the distribution of private vehicle passengers by parking choice and market 
segment. A higher share of resident passengers accessing the airport by private vehicle park their 
vehicles across all four parking categories than non-resident passengers. Non-resident passengers 
are more likely to be dropped off. Residents, especially the non-business passengers have a higher 
off-airport parking share likely because they are more knowledgeable of other local parking 
options. 

TABLE 21. DISTRIBUTION OF LOGAN PRIVATE VEHICLE PASSENGERS BY PARKING CHOICE AND MARKET SEGMENT 

Parking Choice 
Resident 
Business 

Resident Non-
Business 

Non-Resident 
Business 

Non-Resident 
Non-Business 

Vehicle Not Parked 
(dropped off) 

32.3% 60.4% 82.2% 90.1% 

Parked at Terminal 51.1% 23.3% 11.3% 6.1% 

Parked in Economy 
Lot 

7.4% 8.3% 5.9% 2.7% 

Parked in Overflow 4.7% 0.5% 0.0% 0.3% 

Parked Off-Airport 4.4% 7.4% 0.7% 0.7% 

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
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Table 22 presents the distribution of private vehicle passengers by parking duration and day type. 

Ground-access passengers arriving on a weekend are more likely to arrive in vehicles parked for

four hours or less (in which case the vehicle is presumably driven away by someone seeing the 

passenger off), or park for a week or more, reflecting the higher incidence of leisure travelers on 

weekends (leisure travelers being both more likely to be dropped off by friends or family and having 

longer trip durations). Conversely, ground-access passengers arriving on a weekday are  more likely

to park for 4 to 24 hours, reflecting the higher incidence of business travel during the week. 

TABLE 22. DISTRIBUTION OF LOGAN PRIVATE AUTO PASSENGERS BY PARKING DURATION AND DAY TYPE 

Parking Duration Weekday Weekend All Days 

4 Hours or Less 23.5% 39.6% 26.9% 

4 to 24 Hours 8.9% 1.5% 7.4% 

1 or 2 Days 16.6% 11.0% 15.4% 

3 or 4 Days 32.4% 13.2% 28.4% 

5 or 6 Days 10.0% 11.9% 10.4% 

7 Days or More 8.5% 22.8% 11.5% 

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

The 2016 survey was used as a continuing opportunity to gauge awareness of Logan's PASSport 
parking program among resident ground-access passengers15. Responses to the corresponding 
question are presented in Table 23. As expected, both membership in and awareness of the 
PASSport program are higher among residents traveling on weekdays, who are more likely to be 
traveling for business. Overall awareness of the program is low, with fewer than 17% of resident 
ground-access passengers being aware of the program. This represents a decline in program 
awareness from the 2013 level of 21%, perhaps due to the increase in non-business passengers or 
reflecting the growth in Logan's total air passengers, some of whom may have been captured 
from other airports or otherwise have not used the airport before.

TABLE 23. DISTRIBUTION OF RESIDENT LOGAN GROUND-ACCESS PASSENGERS BY PASSPORT PARKING PROGRAM 
MEMBERSHIP/AWARENESS 

PASSport Membership/Awareness Weekday Weekend All Days 

Member 1.4% 1.4% 1.4% 

Gold Member 2.0% 0.9% 1.7% 

Aware of program, but not a member 14.4% 11.8% 13.8% 

Not aware of the program 82.2% 85.8% 83.1% 

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

15
 Non-residents are not included, as they would generally not be expected to be aware of the PASSport program. 
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Terminal Waiting Times 

As shown in Table 24 below, approximately 7% of ground-access passengers arrived at Logan 

within an hour of their scheduled departure time, while the majority of passengers arrive between 

one and two hours ahead of scheduled departure. Weekday passengers are more likely than 

weekend passengers to have both very short and very long terminal waiting times. 

TABLE 24. DISTRIBUTION OF LOGAN GROUND-ACCESS PASSENGERS BY TERMINAL WAITING TIME AND DAY TYPE 

Terminal Waiting Times Weekday Weekend All Days 

Shorter than 60 Minutes 7.2% 6.2% 6.9% 

60 to 89 Minutes 21.5% 18.2% 20.6% 

90 to 119 Minutes 27.6% 27.0% 27.5% 

120 to 149 Minutes 18.6% 19.6% 18.9% 

150 to 179 Minutes 12.6% 10.0% 11.9% 

180 Minutes or Longer 12.5% 18.9% 14.3% 

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
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Expected Ground Egress Mode 

Table 25 shows the distribution of the modes resident ground-access passengers planned to use 

to travel from Logan airport on their returns from this trip. Private vehicle, taxi, and 

Uber/Lyft/Fasten have the highest shares, together accounting for 69% of known responses. 

Resident passengers are more likely to use Logan Express bus on a weekday than the weekend, 

and are more likely to be picked up by someone else on the weekend than on a weekday.

TABLE 25. DISTRIBUTION OF RESIDENT LOGAN GROUND-ACCESS PASSENGERS BY GROUND-EGRESS MODE AND DAY 
TYPE 

Ground Egress Mode Weekday Weekend All Days 

Picked up by someone else 24.9% 33.5% 26.9% 

Private vehicle parked at airport 21.5% 16.5% 20.3% 

Rental Vehicle 0.6% 0.8% 0.6% 

Taxicab 11.2% 8.5% 10.6% 

Uber/Lyft/Fasten 10.5% 13.8% 11.3% 

Car service (black car, limo) 5.2% 7.3% 5.7% 

Free courtesy shuttle 2.7% 2.8% 2.7% 

Shared ride van 1.3% 1.1% 1.3% 

MBTA Blue Line subway (& shuttle bus) 3.1% 2.0% 2.9% 

MBTA Silver Line bus 6.0% 4.5% 5.6% 

Logan Express bus 7.5% 4.4% 6.8% 

Other scheduled express bus 4.6% 4.5% 4.6% 

Charter/tour bus 0.6% 0.2% 0.5% 

Water ferry or water taxi 0.2% 0.1% 0.1% 

Other 0.2% 0.1% 0.2% 

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
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Table 26 shows the distribution of the modes non-resident ground-access passengers used to 

travel from Logan Airport when they arrived. Compared to the mode share of resident passengers 

shown in Table 25, non-resident passengers are less likely to use a private vehicle parked at the 

airport, and more likely to use rental vehicles for their egress trips. Non-resident passengers also 

appeared to prefer to use taxi on both weekdays and weekends over Uber/Lyft/Fasten. 

TABLE 26. DISTRIBUTION OF NON-RESIDENT LOGAN GROUND-ACCESS PASSENGERS BY GROUND-EGRESS MODE AND 
DAY TYPE 

Ground Egress Mode Weekday Weekend All Days 

Picked up by someone else 18.2% 25.1% 20.4% 

Private vehicle parked at airport 2.5% 2.8% 2.6% 

Rental Vehicle 25.5% 21.4% 24.2% 

Taxicab 24.3% 21.3% 23.4% 

Uber/Lyft/Fasten 8.9% 8.1% 8.7% 

Car service (black car, limo) 3.6% 1.0% 2.8% 

Free courtesy shuttle 2.8% 3.5% 3.0% 

Shared ride van 0.9% 1.5% 1.1% 

MBTA Blue Line subway (& shuttle bus) 3.5% 4.0% 3.7% 

MBTA Silver Line bus 4.9% 4.9% 4.9% 

Logan Express bus 2.1% 2.7% 2.3% 

Other scheduled express bus 1.3% 2.4% 1.7% 

Charter/tour bus 0.6% 0.1% 0.4% 

Water ferry or water taxi 0.2% 0.3% 0.2% 

Other 0.6% 0.7% 0.6% 

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
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Use of Other Airports in the Region 

Table 27 and Table 28 present a summary of the use of regional airports over the past year by 

surveyed Logan ground-access passengers for business and non-business purposes, respectively. 

The tables show that the majority of passengers did not make any trips from Manchester, 

Providence, or Hartford within the past year. 

TABLE 27. DISTRIBUTION OF LOGAN GROUND-ACCESS PASSENGERS BY RECENT BUSINESS FLIGHTS AT REGIONAL 
AIRPORTS 

Business Flights in the Past 12 Months BOS MHT PVD BDL 

None 59.8% 97.3% 97.7% 98.7% 

1 Flight 10.5% 1.3% 1.2% 0.7% 

2 Flights 6.6% 0.7% 0.5% 0.3% 

3-5 Flights 9.4% 0.4% 0.3% 0.3% 

6-10 Flights 6.6% 0.2% 0.3% 0.1% 

11-15 Flights 2.5% 0.0% 0.1% 0.0% 

16-20 Flights 1.5% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 

More than 20 Flights 3.1% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

TABLE 28. DISTRIBUTION OF LOGAN GROUND-ACCESS PASSENGERS BY RECENT LEISURE FLIGHTS AT REGIONAL 
AIRPORTS 

Leisure Flights in the Past 12 Months BOS MHT PVD BDL 

None 50.0% 97.3% 97.6% 98.7% 

1 Flight 15.0% 1.7% 1.5% 0.7% 

2 Flights 13.4% 0.7% 0.5% 0.4% 

3-5 Flights 15.8% 0.3% 0.3% 0.2% 

6-10 Flights 4.7% 0.1% 0.1% 0.1% 

11-15 Flights 0.6% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 

16-20 Flights 0.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 

More than 20 Flights 0.2% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
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Profile of TNC Passengers 

Transportation Network Companies (TNC) provide services that connect paying passengers with 

drivers, who provide transportation through their own non-commercial vehicles. At the time of

the survey in 2016, the TNCs in operation in the Boston area were Uber, Lyft, and Fasten. 

Consequently, the 2016 survey included Uber/Lyft/Fasten as a separate choice in the ground-

access mode question so we could estimate the TNC mode share. Table 6 shows that TNCs 

accounted for 14.3% of ground-access trips to Logan. Table 29 shows the age and gender 

distribution of TNC passengers, who are most likely to be in the 25-34 age bracket. Additionally, 

passengers who are under 25 and female use TNCs significantly more than their male 

counterparts. In total, however, men make up slightly more than half, or 50.6%, of ground-access 

trips using TNCs. 

TABLE 29. DISTRIBUTION OF TNC PASSENGERS BY GENDER AND AGE 

Gender Under 25 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65 and over Total 

Male 8.0% 19.6% 9.7% 6.7% 4.7% 1.9% 50.6% 

Female 13.4% 20.3% 6.5% 4.2% 3.1% 1.9% 49.4% 

Total 21.4% 39.9% 16.2% 10.9% 7.8% 3.8% 100% 

Table 30 shows the distribution of TNC passengers by market segment and day type. On 
weekdays, resident non-business passengers account for 40.6% of TNC users, while non-resident 
business passengers account for 22.0%. On the weekend, resident non-business and non-resident 
non-business passengers are most likely to use TNCs, accounting for 37.2% and 43.2% of total 
trips, respectively. 

TABLE 30. DISTRIBUTION OF TNC PASSENGERS BY MARKET SEGMENT AND DAY TYPE 

Market Segment Weekday Weekend All Days 

Resident Business 19.6% 12.0% 17.5% 

Resident Non-Business 40.6% 37.2% 39.7% 

Non-Resident Business 22.0% 7.7% 18.1% 

Non-Resident Non-Business 17.8% 43.2% 24.7% 

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
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As shown in Table 31, 58.4% of TNC passengers travel by themselves, while 26.1% travel in a 

group of 2. 

TABLE 31. DISTRIBUTION OF TNC PASSENGERS BY TRAVEL PARTY SIZE 

Travel Party Size Proportion of TNC Passengers 

1 58.4% 

2 26.1% 

3 7.7% 

4 4.3% 

5 1.8% 

6 to 10 1.8% 

11 to 15 0.0% 

More than 15 0.0% 

Total 100.0% 

As expected the majority of TNC trips originate within the urban core (Boston, Brookline, 
Cambridge, and Somerville). Table 32 shows that the TNC shares are higher than the Taxi shares 
for trips from origin points within the urban core and outside MA. 

TABLE 32. DISTRIBUTION OF TNC AND TAXI PASSENGERS BY ORIGIN ZONE 

Origin Zone % TNC % Taxi 

Urban Core 77.7% 73.3% 

Between Urban Core and Route 128 12.6% 16.0% 

Between Route 128 and I-495 6.1% 7.0% 

Outside I-495, within MA 1.9% 2.2% 

Outside of MA 1.6% 1.4% 

Total 100.0% 100.0% 
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Table 33 shows the proportion of TNC and Taxi passengers by household income. The income 

profile of these passengers is split across the income groups, with the largest proportion of TNC 

passengers earning $60,000 to $90,000, and the second largest proportion of passengers earning 

$200,000 to $350,000. This distribution of incomes is similar to that observed for Taxi users, 

except that Taxi users overall tend to have higher household incomes. The median income of TNC 

and Taxi passengers is between $120,000 to $150,000. 

TABLE 33. DISTRIBUTION OF TNC AND TAXI PASSENGERS BY HOUSEHOLD INCOME 

Income % TNC % TAXI 

Under $30,000 9.6% 5.6% 

$30,000 to under $60,000 11.1% 8.8% 

$60,000 to under $90,000 14.4% 9.9% 

$90,000 to under $120,000 12.4% 11.2% 

$120,000 to under $150,000 11.3% 11.4% 

$150,000 to under $180,000 9.8% 9.5% 

$180,000 to under $200,000 5.8% 8.0% 

$200,000 to under $350,000 12.9% 17.2% 

$350,000 to under $500,000 5.7% 6.7% 

$500,000 or more 7.1% 11.7% 

Total 100.0% 100.0% 

Table 34 compares the age groups of passengers that arrived at Logan by Taxi or TNC. As expected 
the proportion of Uber/Lyft/Fasten passengers decreases as age increases. 

TABLE 34. PROPORTION OF TNC AND TAXI PASSENGERS BY AGE 

Age % TNC % Taxi Total 

Under 25 84.5% 15.5% 100.0%

25-34 77.0% 23.0% 100.0%

35-44 59.0% 41.0% 100.0%

45-54 43.4% 56.6% 100.0%

55-64 37.0% 63.0% 100.0%

Over 65 33.6% 66.4% 100.0%
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Table 35 compares the trip purpose of passengers that arrived at Logan by Taxi or TNC. 66.5% of

non-business passengers arrive by TNC, while passengers on business trips don't appear to have a 

preference for one over the other. 

TABLE 35. PROPORTION OF TNC AND TAXI PASSENGERS BY TRIP PURPOSE 

Trip Purpose % TNC % Taxi Total 

Business 49.1% 50.9% 100.0%

Non-Business 66.5% 33.5% 100.0%

Table 36 shows the modes TNC users would have taken if the TNC mode was not available. 35% of
resident TNC users would switch to Taxi, 16% would switch to a private vehicle drop off, and 12%
would switch to the MBTA Silver line. More than 50% of non-resident TNC users would also switch 
to Taxi. 

TABLE 36. DISTRIBUTION OF RESIDENT AND NON-RESIDENT TNC PASSENGERS BY ALTERNATIVE ARRIVAL MODE 

Mode Resident Non-Resident All 

Private Dropped Off 15.6% 9.1% 12.9%

Private Parked 7.4% 0.5% 4.5%

Rental 0.8% 3.0% 1.7% 

Taxicab 34.5% 52.7% 42.2%

Uber/Lyft/Fasten 13.3% 14.2% 13.7%

Car Service 1.5% 2.6% 2.0%

Free Courtesy Shuttle 1.4% 1.2% 1.3%

Shared Ride Van Limo 0.5% 0.7% 0.6%

MBTA Blue Line 7.2% 6.3% 6.8%

MBTA Silver Line 11.8% 6.4% 9.5%

Logan Express 4.4% 2.8% 3.7%

Other Scheduled Bus 0.3% 0.2% 0.3%

Water Ferry/Taxi 0.3% 0.0% 0.2%

Other 0.9% 0.3% 0.6%

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
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5. Conclusions and Recommendations
This chapter provides conclusions and recommendations from the 2016 Air Passenger Ground-

Access Survey. We first present a summary of the main findings from the project, and then discuss 

some of the lessons learned from conducting the survey in 2016. Finally, we provide some 

guidance on appropriate use of the survey results. 

Summary of Findings 

• The share of High-Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) modes (including Logan Express, other
scheduled express bus, and the MBTA) has increased from 27.8% to 30.5%, in part reflecting
Massport investments in Logan Express services, including the addition of Logan Express
service from Boston's Back Bay and a new garage at the Framingham Logan Express facility.

• Private vehicles continue to be the most used mode; however, its mode share has decreased
from approximately 43% in 2013 to 35% of ground-access trips in 2016.

• Transportation Network Companies (TNCs) (Uber, Lyft, and Fasten) now represent a
significant share of ground-access trips at Logan, at 14% of the total. Much of this share has
likely been captured from taxis, whose share is now only slightly over half its 2013 level.

• Automobile share (including private vehicle, rental vehicle, taxi, and TNC) has decreased
from approximately 72.2% in 2013 to 69.5% in 2016.

• The business share of ground-access passengers has decreased from approximately 40% in
2013 to 35% in 2016.

• The resident share has increased from 56% in 2013 to 59% in 2016.

• The share of trips from outside I-495 has continued to steadily increase from 24% in 2013 to
28% in 2016.
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Survey Challenges 

In addition to the shifts in ground-access behavior described above, there were a number of issues 

identified during the design, administration, and analysis of the 2016 survey that may warrant 

consideration in planning subsequent survey projects. In this section, we summarize these issues, 

breaking them into two categories: those dealing with the questionnaire design, and those having 

to do with the logistics of survey administration. Each of these issues is discussed in further detail 

below. 

Questionnaire design 

While some respondents are bound to make errors on any paper survey, cases where many 

respondents make the same error are cause for review to see if there is a better way to present 

the information. A few such issues are discussed below. 

• There were a number of respondents (about 10% of the sample) who indicated both private
or rental vehicle and another mode (often taxi, Uber/Lyft/Fasten or car service) as the
primary airport access mode. After examining a number of questionnaires where this
occurred, it appears that many of these respondents were not aware of the full set of
options before checking the private vehicle box, and then changed their answers after
finding the correct option below. In some cases, it was clear that respondents had partially
erased the check mark in the private vehicle box. A possible solution to this would be to
modify the layout of the question so that respondents see the three categories of choices all
at the same time, rather than having to read through the list of individual options in order.

• There were about 91 respondents who indicated a travel party size ranging from 10 to 87. It
appears that some respondents misunderstood the question that asked "How many people
came to the airport together and are traveling on the same flight as you?" to mean the
number of people on board the arrival vehicle. While some of these responses are likely
correct (e.g. a large travel party response from passengers on charter buses), we have no
way of knowing which are correct and which are incorrect. A possible solution to this would
be to reword the question. Additionally, if an electronic survey is used, respondents' answers
to the travel party question can be validated in real time.

• Some respondents were unsure about whether to classify their trips by limo under the car
service (black car, executive sedan, private limo, etc.) category or the other shared ride van
or limo category. The car service category refers to exclusive services like black car, executive
sedan, or private limo, while the other shared ride van or limo category refers to shared
services like Super Shuttle. A possible solution to avoid confusion would be to exclude 'limo'
from the shared ride van label.

There were a few other notable lessons learned that relate to questionnaire design. The 

effectiveness of the mailback option was limited. It produced only 118 responses in 2016. While 

the mailback option does enable late-arriving passengers to complete the survey, other methods 

of capturing late arrivers should be explored if use continues to be about 1% of the total sample. If 

a digital survey is used in the future, it could greatly reduce the need for the mailback option. 
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As long as it is limited to a small number of questions, the survey has proven to be a useful tool for 
gauging the impacts of specific developments (such as the introduction of the Back Bay Logan 
Express bus) on ground access at the airport. In this vein, the next edition of the survey provides 
another opportunity to ask questions that may be useful in assessing the impacts of recent 
planning efforts at Logan. 

Survey administration 

In recent years, there have been a number of physical changes at Logan Airport that have 

presented additional survey administration challenges. First, at a number of locations, there 

seems to be an increase in seating areas that are not obviously associated with a single gate. This 

has made it more likely that surveys are accidentally given to passengers on non-surveyed flights, 

slightly reducing the efficiency of the survey distribution process. This has also made it more likely 

to miss passengers on a sample flight who are seated in one of these areas adjacent to multiple 

gate areas but not particularly dedicated to a specific gate. 

In addition, as the quantity and quality of shops and restaurants as well as the popularity of airline 
lounges at Logan has increased over time, the fraction of departing passengers waiting for an 
extended period in the gate area has decreased. While this is generally a positive for travelers, 
concessionaires, and airlines, it has increased the difficulty of conducting thorough and unbiased 
intercept surveys of passengers as an increasing percentage of them are "late arrivers" at the gate 
areas. In addition, the proliferation of portable entertainment devices has further increased the 
difficulty of conducting this type of survey, as many passengers are not receptive to fieldworkers 
interrupting their music, videos, games, or other activities. 

Another factor worth noting is that although fieldworkers arrived at the gate area an hour and a 
half prior to the flight departure, they were typically unable to intercept passengers once gate 
agents made pre-boarding announcements, typically about 30 minutes before flight departure. 
This factor, coupled with the "late arrivers" issue impacts the survey response rate and increases 
the difficulty of conducting the survey. 
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Use of Survey Results 

Through the weighting process described in Chapter 2, the results of this survey are transformed 

so that they are representative of the entire population of Logan Airport ground-access 

passengers that traveled over the 14-day survey period, while maintaining the original sample 

size. Since all results contained in this report are already weighted, any shares presented can be 

applied to the full set of ground-access passengers over the survey period. For example, it is 

appropriate to conclude that 70% of ground-access passengers arrived via automobile modes over 

the two-week period. 

When performing calculations based on the accompanying data file, the appropriate weights must 
be taken into account. The file contains two sets of weights, which each have a value for each 
survey record. Weight A should be used when examining attributes that do not vary within travel 
parties (e.g., access mode or trip origin), and Weight B should be used when examining attributes 
that can vary within travel parties (e.g., age or income). In addition, Weight B should be used in a 
crosstab of a Weight A and Weight B variable. To obtain the proper number of weighted 
responses, the analyst should sum the values of the appropriate weight across the set of surveys 
where the desired response is given, rather than simply counting the number of surveys where 
the desired response is given. 

Although the sample design is intended to minimize error, it is important to recognize that any 
survey that is based on a sample of the population carries some uncertainty, and that this 
uncertainty is greater for questions with fewer responses. For example, the uncertainty associated 
with the distribution of HOV passengers across market segments is much greater than the 
uncertainty associated with the distribution of all passengers across modes, because the number 
of HOV passengers is only about 30% of the total passengers. 

It is also important to note the difference between estimating the number of passengers in a 
specific group (e.g., the share of passengers over age 65 who take the Silver Line), and ascribing 
other attributes of those respondents to the same group in the larger population (e.g., assuming 
that all Silver Line riders over 65 are female because all three of the survey responses in this group 
came from females). The former can be done reasonably well using the results of the survey, while 
the latter cannot when the sample for that particular group is small.
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SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE 



                                                         
5 

About your recent air travel 

16. In the last 12 months, how many times have you flown out of each 
of the following airports, including today? 

 
# FLIGHTS PRIMARILY 

FOR BUSINESS 
# FLIGHTS PRIMARILY 

FOR LEISURE 

Boston Logan Airport _____ _____ 
Manchester (New Hampshire)  _____ _____ 
T.F. Green (Providence, RI) _____ _____ 
Bradley (Hartford/Springfield) _____ _____ 

       When did you last fly out of Boston Logan?   ____________ / ______ 
                                                                                                MONTH               YEAR 

Finally, about yourself (for classification purposes only) 

17. Are you . . . male       female        

18. In what year were you born? __________ 

19. Which of the following best describe(s) you? (Check all that apply) 
  Working full time 

  Working part time 
  Student 

  Retired 
  Person with a disability 

  Not working/other 

20. Where is your home (primary or current residence)? 

_________________________ ____________ 
 CITY OR TOWN       STATE OR COUNTRY ZIP/POSTAL CODE, IF IN U.S. 

21. In total, how many people live in your household?  
Please count all children and adults (including yourself). 

22. How many automobiles do you and other members of 
your household own or lease? 

23. What was the total income (before taxes) for your 
household for the year 2015?  (Check one only) 
  under $30,000 

  $30,000 to under $60,000 

  $60,000 to under $90,000 

  $90,000 to under $120,000 

  $120,000 to under $150,000 

  $150,000 to under $180,000 

  $180,000 to under $200,000 

  $200,000 to under $350,000 

  $350,000 to under $500,000 

  $500,000 or more 

24. Are you a member of the Parking PASSport program? (Check one only) 
  PASSport member 

  PASSport Gold member 
  Aware of program, but not a member 

  Not aware of the program 

 
Thank you very much for your help.  Please hand your completed questionnaire 
to the survey staff before boarding your flight, or mail it back soon to us 
postage-free. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

LOGAN INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT 2016 

  

Air Passenger Ground 
Access Survey 

Please read the instructions below before completing the survey. 
 

You have been selected to participate in Logan Airport’s 2016 Air 
Passenger Ground Access Survey.  Every person aged 18 or older 
boarding this flight (except those who arrived at Logan Airport today by 
air) is asked to fill out a questionnaire.  When several people are 
traveling together, each one aged 18 or older should complete his or her 
own survey.  Your answers are important and will help Logan Airport 
serve the public better.  All replies are strictly confidential and will be 
used only for this study.   

PLEASE COMPLETE THE SURVEY TODAY and return it before you board to 
a survey agent in the boarding area, or drop it in any mailbox (postage 
free) at your earliest convenience. 

About your trip to Logan Airport for today’s flight from Boston 

For transportation agencies to improve ground travel options to the 
airport, it is very important for us to know exactly where passengers start 
their trips. Please give as much detail as you are able.  

1. a. From where did you start your ground trip to come to Logan 
Airport for today’s flight? (check one or write-in) 

 My home  

 Other residence 

 Business/office 

 Hotel:                         ______________________                  

 University/college:  ______________________ 

 Other:                        ______________________                     

b. What is the address of this location? 
     

    
NUMBER  STREET NAME  NAME OF NEAREST CROSS STREET 

     

  CITY OR TOWN OR BOSTON NEIGHBORHOOD  STATE  ZIP CODE 

2. At approximately what time did you . . .  

a. leave the above starting point to 
come to the airport? 

  : 
    A.M. 

  P.M.     

 Hour  mins.  
b. arrive at the departures level of this 

airport terminal? 
  : 

    A.M. 
  P.M.     

 Hour  mins.  

 Continue inside    

  
  

  
  

1 

OR 



                                                         

3. How did you arrive at Logan Airport for today’s flight? (Check one 
only to show the primary form of transport you used to reach the airport) 

PRIVATE VEHICLE OR RENTAL VEHICLE  

  private vehicle (car, minivan, SUV, motorcycle, etc.) 

  rental vehicle (includes Zipcar and FlightCar) 

     which company? _____________ 

Was this vehicle... (Check one only) 

  driven away from the airport without being parked? 

           parked at the airport in a terminal garage or lot? 
               (Central Parking garage, Terminal B garage, Terminal E lot) 

  parked at the airport in the economy parking garage? 

  parked at the airport in an overflow lot? (Red, Green, Blue) 

  parked in a lot off the airport grounds?  
        (Park-Shuttle-Fly, FlightCar, PreFlight, Thrifty Parking, etc.) 

 

TAXI, CAR SERVICE, SHUTTLE, OR VAN  

  taxicab           

  Uber/Lyft/Fasten  

  car service ( “black car,” executive sedan, private limo, etc.) 

  free hotel or other courtesy shuttle 

  other shared ride van or limo  
Name of company/service/hotel: ________________________ 

 

BUS, SUBWAY, OR WATER  

  Logan Express bus from (circle one below)  

   Back Bay       Braintree       Framingham       Peabody       Woburn 

  other scheduled express bus service which operator? 

   (e.g. C&J, Concord, P&B, Peter Pan): ___________________ 

  charter/group tour bus 

   MBTA Silver Line bus  

   MBTA Blue Line subway (and shuttle bus) 

    At which MBTA station did you begin your transit trip?  

         ____________  _________________________________ 
            LINE/ROUTE (e.g.Red)                         STATION NAME (e.g. Harvard) 

  MBTA water ferry  
  water taxi 

 

OTHER  

  other please specify:______________________________   

         If you’re not sure which box to check, write name of carrier or describe here. 
 

Open and continue inside  

4. How many people came to the airport together and are traveling on 
the same flight as you?  

Number of people, including you: ____ 

Number of them completing a questionnaire, including you: ____ 

5. How many people were in your vehicle when it arrived at the 
airport, including the driver? 

Number of people, including you: ____ 

6. Were you or any passengers dropped off at a terminal? 

  yes   no 

          How many people were dropped off? ____ 

7. If you arrived in a vehicle that was parked at the airport, for how 
long do you expect it to be parked? 

  under 4 hours   4 - 24 hours   longer: _____ days 

8. If you arrived by bus (including Logan Express), subway, or water, 
how did you get to the location where you boarded the 
vehicle? (Check all that apply) 

  walked 

  drove and parked 

  dropped off  

  taxicab 

  Uber/Lyft/Fasten 

  bus 

  subway 

  commuter rail 

  bicycle 

  other: ___________________ 

9. If the means of travel you used to get to the airport today were not 
available, how would you have arrived at the airport instead?  

 private vehicle, dropped off 

 private vehicle, parked (check one): 

 Central Parking 

 Economy 

 Terminal B or E 

 Off-airport 

 rental vehicle/Zipcar/FlightCar 

 taxicab 

 Uber/Lyft/Fasten 

 car service (“black car,” limo, etc.) 

 free courtesy shuttle 

 other shared ride van or limo 

 MBTA Blue Line subway 

 MBTA Silver Line bus 

 Logan Express (check one) 

 Back Bay 

 Braintree 

 Framingham 

 Peabody 

 Woburn 

 other scheduled bus 
 water ferry/water taxi 
 other (or name of service): 

_______________________ 

 

About your air travel today 

10. Which flight from Logan are you taking today? 

 ___________________  ____________  on                  ______  ,  2016 
         AIRLINE                              FLIGHT NO.                         DATE 

11. What will be your final destination airport on today’s air trip? 

 _________________________________  ______________________ 
                                               CITY/AIRPORT                                   U.S. STATE OR FOREIGN COUNTRY 

12. Is your air travel today primarily part of a business trip?  

  yes   no 

13. Will your airline ticket, ground transportation to the airport, or your 
parking cost be reimbursed by your employer or other organization? 
(Don’t count payment by a friend or relative.) 

  yes, some or all of the costs will be paid back to me 

  no, my costs will not be reimbursed 

14. In total, how many pieces of luggage are all the people you counted 
in Question 4 taking on this flight? (if none, enter “0”)  

 Number of pieces of luggage to check:    _______ 

 Number of carry-on pieces:                        _______ 

15. Is Logan Airport at the “home” end of your air trip?  

 yes  no 

            a. When will you return to Logan? 

     today 

     tomorrow 
 

   days from 
now    

        a. When did you fly into Logan?  

     today 

     yesterday 
 

   days 
ago    

b. What time of day will your return 
flight arrive at Logan? 

 

  :       A.M. 
    P.M. 

  
    

hour  mins.  

b. What time of day did your flight 
arrive at Logan Airport? 

 

  :       A.M. 
    P.M. 

  
    

hour  mins.  

c. How do you expect to travel from 
Logan Airport when you return?  

c. How did you travel from Logan 
Airport when you arrived?  

  (Check one in the box below)  

 picked up by someone else 

 private vehicle parked at airport 

 rental vehicle/Zipcar/FlightCar 

 taxicab 

 Uber/Lyft/Fasten 

 car service (“black car,” limo, etc.) 

 free courtesy shuttle 

 other shared ride van or limo 

 MBTA Blue Line subway (& shuttle bus) 

 MBTA Silver Line bus 

 Logan Express bus 

 other scheduled express bus 

 charter/tour bus 

 water ferry or water taxi 

 other: ______________________ 

fold in and continue   

 

4 

 April   
 May 

2 3 
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Logan International Airport Passenger Survey, 2016 

Flight Summary Sheet 

 

Date:  ____/____/2016 

Name:  __________________________________ (Team Leader) 

Airline and Flight number:  ___________________ 

Flight destination:__________________________ (Next Stop) 

Starting time:  ____________________________ 

Ending time:  _____________________________ 

Number of departing passengers:  ____________ (boarding count from gate agent) 

Number of children: ________________________(from FRSs) 

Number of passengers connecting in Boston: ______________ (from gate agent) 

Scheduled departure time:  __________________ 

Actual departure time:  ______________________ 

Total questionnaires distributed:_______________ 

Total questionnaires refused:_________________ 

                    No reason______, No English ______ 

Serial number blocks distributed 

Begin number: End number: Begin number: End number: 

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

 

Comments: ______________________________________________________________________ 

                         

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

 



   

Logan International Airport Passenger Survey, 2016 

Fieldworker Record Sheet 

Date: __ / ___ / 2016 

Airline & flight number: _________ Scheduled departure: ___:___ AM PM 

Fieldworker name: __________________________________________________ 

Screening questions: 

 “Hello.  I am [your name], and we’re contacting passengers on behalf of Massport.  Are you 

traveling on [airline name] flight [number] to [city] today?  [If the flight has more than one 

destination, either name them all or say instead  ‘that’s leaving from this gate’ (or ‘gate 

number ___’)]”               If no, terminate and thank. 

 If yes, continue: 

“Is the air trip that you’re making now starting here at Logan Airport, or are you just changing 

planes here? 

 If respondent’s trip is starting here and the respondent is younger than 18, thank and 

tally below: 

 

 

Put a check mark for each passenger younger than 18 

 

 

Total 

 If respondent’s trip is starting here and the respondent is 18 or older, continue: 

“The airport is conducting a special survey on this flight today, to find out how people traveled 

to the airport.  Would you please fill out this questionnaire before you board?  All answers are 

confidential.  If you finish it before you board you should hand it back to me or one of the other 

surveyors wearing this kind of identification [show airport issued badge and/or GSMR 

nametag].  If you have any questions while you’re filling it out, just see me or one of the other 

surveyors.  If you don’t want to complete it now, you can take it with you and mail it back later 

[show business reply face].” 

 If respondent is changing planes here, continue: 

“We’re counting the number of people who are changing planes.  Have any of my colleagues 

wearing this kind of identification asked you these questions already?”     Thank. 

 Tally all passengers changing planes (all ages), who haven’t been tallied already:  
 

 

Put a check mark for each counted passenger changing planes 

 

 

Total 

 Tally all passengers who refused questionnaires (all ages): 

Refusal - 

No Reason 

  

 

Put a check mark for each passenger who refused questionnaire 

 

 

Total 

 

Refusal - 

No English 

 

 

Put a check mark for each passenger who refused because they can’t speak English 

 

 

Total 
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Date 

Scheduled 
Departure 

Time Airline 
Flight 

Number Terminal Seats 
Completed 

Surveys 

4/25 7:00 AA : American Airlines 2127 B 123 68 

4/25 7:00 B6 : JetBlue Airways 111 C 150 66 

4/25 7:09 B6 : JetBlue Airways 493 C 150 46 

4/25 9:40 AA : American Airlines 627 B 150 84 

4/25 9:50 KS : Penair 125 B 34 5 

4/25 10:06 B6 : JetBlue Airways 1077 C 150 52 

4/25 12:24 B6 : JetBlue Airways 451 C 150 34 

4/25 14:00 AA : American Airlines 2170 B 128 28 

4/25 16:16 B6 : JetBlue Airways 1011 C 100 25 

4/25 17:00 LH : Lufthansa 423 E 364 87 

4/25 18:45 WN : Southwest Airlines 1008 A 143 41 

4/25 19:06 DL : Delta Air Lines 126 A 293 32 

4/25 22:15 B6 : JetBlue Airways 829 C 150 96 

4/26 5:00 AA : American Airlines 2055 B 187 20 

4/26 6:00 DL : Delta Air Lines 809 A 126 20 

4/26 6:54 UA : United Airlines 2010 B 166 32 

4/26 7:59 UA : United Airlines 272 B 179 18 

4/26 8:40 B6 : JetBlue Airways 151 C 150 59 

4/26 9:22 CM : COPA 312 E 160 5 

4/26 10:50 B6 : JetBlue Airways 1215 C 100 30 

4/26 11:13 B6 : JetBlue Airways 1667 C 100 42 

4/26 15:00 AA : American Airlines 2131 B 99 32 

4/26 16:35 HU : Hainan Airlines 7962 E 212 26 

4/26 17:30 AA : American Airlines 2224 B 160 63 

4/26 18:58 B6 : JetBlue Airways 1317 C 150 45 

4/26 19:00 WW : WOW Air 126 E 200 27 

4/26 22:15 LH : Lufthansa 421 E 371 32 

4/26 14:45 DL : Delta Air Lines 1762 A 160 37 

4/26 17:30 NK : Spirit Airlines 615 B 178 32 

4/27 5:00 AA : American Airlines 1817 B 128 25 

4/27 6:00 AA : American Airlines 330 B 160 19 

4/27 7:00 AS : Alaska Airlines 25 C 181 36 
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Date 

Scheduled 
Departure 

Time Airline 
Flight 

Number Terminal Seats 
Completed 

Surveys 

4/27 7:15 WN : Southwest Airlines 2815 A 143 40 

4/27 8:25 B6 : JetBlue Airways 1485 C 100 45 

4/27 9:48 NK : Spirit Airlines 419 B 178 18 

4/27 10:00 AA : American Airlines 333 B 160 44 

4/27 12:00 B6 : JetBlue Airways 457 C 100 9 

4/27 12:51 AA : American Airlines 2046 B 187 32 

4/27 16:00 AA : American Airlines 2119 B 128 43 

4/27 16:27 UA : United Airlines 599 B 179 50 

4/27 17:10 HU : Hainan Airlines 482 E 212 27 

4/27 19:12 AA : American Airlines 1897 B 187 99 

4/27 19:12 UA : United Airlines 1268 B 118 35 

4/27 19:50 UA : United Airlines 363 B 179 37 

4/27 22:15 LH : Lufthansa 421 E 371 67 

4/28 6:15 WN : Southwest Airlines 1560 A 143 23 

4/28 6:30 UA : United Airlines 1763 B 179 48 

4/28 7:00 B6 : JetBlue Airways 1031 C 150 48 

4/28 8:55 B6 : JetBlue Airways 2191 C 150 47 

4/28 9:14 UA : United Airlines 700 B 167 39 

4/28 10:00 AA : American Airlines 333 B 160 39 

4/28 11:28 DL : Delta Air Lines 829 A 160 54 

4/28 13:15 AA : American Airlines 1670 B 99 30 

4/28 15:20 B6 : JetBlue Airways 1209 C 100 45 

4/28 16:57 B6 : JetBlue Airways 471 C 150 25 

4/28 17:14 B6 : JetBlue Airways 1089 C 100 56 

4/28 18:22 B6 : JetBlue Airways 121 C 150 34 

4/28 18:52 B6 : JetBlue Airways 497 C 150 68 

4/28 21:35 BA : British Airways 214 E 226 48 

4/28 21:40 WN : Southwest Airlines 2236 A 143 99 

4/29 5:30 AA : American Airlines 1155 B 160 52 

4/29 6:15 AA : American Airlines 175 B 181 44 

4/29 7:20 B6 : JetBlue Airways 617 C 100 31 

4/29 7:50 AA : American Airlines 1967 B 187 55 
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Time Airline 
Flight 

Number Terminal Seats 
Completed 

Surveys 

4/29 8:21 UA : United Airlines 676 B 167 71 

4/29 10:18 DL : Delta Air Lines 561 A 126 34 

4/29 10:32 UA : United Airlines 1493 B 154 68 

4/29 13:30 AA : American Airlines 1006 B 160 47 

4/29 14:39 UA : United Airlines 1037 B 150 52 

4/29 15:47 AA : American Airlines 1178 B 160 59 

4/29 16:40 DL : Delta Air Lines 1523 A 126 39 

4/29 18:25 AC : Air Canada 8465 B 50 31 

4/29 18:35 B6 : JetBlue Airways 833 C 150 32 

4/29 19:35 B6 : JetBlue Airways 691 C 150 44 

4/29 21:20 DY : Norwegian Air 
Shuttle A.S 

7142 E 291 54 

4/30 6:00 AA : American Airlines 330 B 160 23 

4/30 6:10 AA : American Airlines 560 B 187 65 

4/30 7:00 DL : Delta Air Lines 3775 A 76 25 

4/30 8:10 B6 : JetBlue Airways 143 C 150 43 

4/30 9:28 B6 : JetBlue Airways 49 C 100 38 

4/30 10:20 AC : Air Canada 8894 B 50 38 

4/30 12:30 DL : Delta Air Lines 724 A 126 40 

4/30 12:39 NK : Spirit Airlines 857 B 178 31 

4/30 17:00 B6 : JetBlue Airways 2291 C 150 6 

4/30 17:30 IB : Iberia 6166 E 289 71 

4/30 18:01 AA : American Airlines 1105 B 102 18 

4/30 21:00 EI : Aer Lingus Limited 138 E 267 34 

5/01 5:00 AA : American Airlines 1289 B 160 39 

5/01 8:05 BA : British Airways 238 E 226 65 

5/01 8:59 DL : Delta Air Lines 1905 A 126 41 

5/01 11:00 AA : American Airlines 2163 B 128 30 

5/01 11:30 DL : Delta Air Lines 829 A 160 39 

5/01 12:43 AA : American Airlines 1288 B 160 80 

5/01 15:10 B6 : JetBlue Airways 1209 C 100 43 

5/01 16:10 AA : American Airlines 714 B 187 64 

5/01 17:30 IB : Iberia 6166 E 289 52 
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Scheduled 
Departure 

Time Airline 
Flight 

Number Terminal Seats 
Completed 

Surveys 

5/01 18:30 DL : Delta Air Lines 2177 A 160 40 

5/01 19:20 BA : British Airways 212 E 275 39 

5/01 20:20 B6 : JetBlue Airways 1489 C 100 29 

5/01 22:43 B6 : JetBlue Airways 923 C 150 4 

5/02 5:45 WN : Southwest Airlines 632 A 143 64 

5/02 7:00 AA : American Airlines 2171 B 99 22 

5/02 7:15 B6 : JetBlue Airways 619 C 150 71 

5/02 7:50 AA : American Airlines 1274 B 184 14 

5/02 9:45 B6 : JetBlue Airways 1081 C 100 49 

5/02 10:55 B6 : JetBlue Airways 311 C 100 62 

5/02 11:03 AA : American Airlines 2251 B 160 73 

5/02 14:00 AA : American Airlines 2170 B 128 44 

5/02 14:05 WN : Southwest Airlines 674 A 143 33 

5/02 17:05 AA : American Airlines 793 B 128 26 

5/02 17:10 AS : Alaska Airlines 33 C 181 56 

5/02 17:40 WN : Southwest Airlines 878 A 175 49 

5/02 19:14 UA : United Airlines 1268 B 167 49 

5/02 20:50 B6 : JetBlue Airways 1765 C 150 1 

5/02 21:40 WN : Southwest Airlines 2236 A 143 32 

5/03 7:00 B6 : JetBlue Airways 111 C 150 29 

5/03 7:00 B6 : JetBlue Airways 1031 C 150 52 

5/03 7:30 UA : United Airlines 1710 B 179 15 

5/03 9:30 UA : United Airlines 775 B 213 62 

5/03 10:06 B6 : JetBlue Airways 1077 C 150 88 

5/03 10:23 UA : United Airlines 1493 B 179 27 

5/03 12:20 AA : American Airlines 1299 B 160 65 

5/03 14:45 AC : Air Canada 363 B 97 10 

5/03 16:08 DL : Delta Air Lines 1654 A 180 35 

5/03 17:00 B6 : JetBlue Airways 19 C 150 47 

5/03 18:01 AA : American Airlines 1105 B 102 13 

5/03 18:45 WN : Southwest Airlines 1008 A 143 43 

5/03 19:09 NK : Spirit Airlines 641 B 145 30 
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5/03 22:15 S4 : SATA International 
Servicios Et. Trans 
Aereos, S.A 

220 E 283 55 

5/04 5:50 UA : United Airlines 389 B 179 54 

5/04 6:11 B6 : JetBlue Airways 51 C 150 31 

5/04 7:00 AS : Alaska Airlines 25 C 181 32 

5/04 8:14 B6 : JetBlue Airways 427 C 100 16 

5/04 8:59 DL : Delta Air Lines 1315 A 126 41 

5/04 10:00 B6 : JetBlue Airways 61 C 150 26 

5/04 11:00 DL : Delta Air Lines 3891 A 76 32 

5/04 11:40 SY : MN Airlines LLC dba 
Sun Country Airlines 

252 C 162 48 

5/04 15:00 DL : Delta Air Lines 2683 A 110 37 

5/04 15:02 UA : United Airlines 1689 B 167 50 

5/04 17:00 B6 : JetBlue Airways 19 C 150 45 

5/04 19:11 WW : WOW Air 126 E 200 38 

5/04 22:40 BA : British Airways 202 E 337 79 

5/05 6:00 AA : American Airlines 330 B 160 19 

5/05 6:00 UA : United Airlines 203 B 154 32 

5/05 7:00 AM : Aeromexico 699 E 124 21 

5/05 8:20 B6 : JetBlue Airways 389 C 150 47 

5/05 8:30 DL : Delta Air Lines 1601 A 160 73 

5/05 10:15 B6 : JetBlue Airways 877 C 150 33 

5/05 11:05 B6 : JetBlue Airways 311 C 100 55 

5/05 12:00 AA : American Airlines 2139 B 128 42 

5/05 14:43 DL : Delta Air Lines 859 A 150 44 

5/05 15:40 B6 : JetBlue Airways 1027 C 100 44 

5/05 17:00 B6 : JetBlue Airways 487 C 150 22 

5/05 17:10 WN : Southwest Airlines 2914 A 143 49 

5/05 18:59 VX : Virgin America 357 B 146 49 

5/05 19:00 AA : American Airlines 40 B 160 57 

5/05 19:25 DL : Delta Air Lines 416 A 126 54 

5/05 21:20 DY : Norwegian Air 7148 E 291 83 
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Shuttle A.S 

5/06 5:00 AA : American Airlines 1817 B 128 51 

5/06 6:05 AA : American Airlines 1431 B 160 42 

5/06 6:15 AA : American Airlines 3858 B 50 17 

5/06 7:36 B6 : JetBlue Airways 2191 C 150 44 

5/06 8:17 UA : United Airlines 1635 B 213 62 

5/06 9:00 DL : Delta Air Lines 3925 A 76 24 

5/06 9:55 B6 : JetBlue Airways 891 C 100 46 

5/06 12:25 B6 : JetBlue Airways 759 C 100 37 

5/06 13:25 DL : Delta Air Lines 981 A 160 54 

5/06 15:49 UA : United Airlines 1572 B 154 54 

5/06 16:15 AA : American Airlines 708 B 187 33 

5/06 16:25 B6 : JetBlue Airways 641 C 100 69 

5/06 18:07 DL : Delta Air Lines 2532 A 160 36 

5/06 19:40 DL : Delta Air Lines 4252 A 76 32 

5/06 19:47 UA : United Airlines 2016 B 179 72 

5/06 20:55 UA : United Airlines 366 B 166 17 

5/07 6:00 UA : United Airlines 433 B 213 34 

5/07 7:00 SY : MN Airlines LLC dba 
Sun Country Airlines 

250 C 162 45 

5/07 7:05 DL : Delta Air Lines 6201 A 76 32 

5/07 8:10 B6 : JetBlue Airways 1031 C 150 35 

5/07 9:48 NK : Spirit Airlines 419 B 145 75 

5/07 12:40 B6 : JetBlue Airways 857 C 100 48 

5/07 13:30 AA : American Airlines 1006 B 184 69 

5/07 13:30 JL : Japan Airlines 7 E 186 39 

5/07 17:10 B6 : JetBlue Airways 1351 C 100 38 

5/07 17:50 AB : Air Berlin 7473 E 290 75 

5/07 18:00 B6 : JetBlue Airways 827 C 100 38 

5/07 20:35 LH : Lufthansa 425 E 297 84 

5/07 6:34 FI : Icelandair 634 E 200 39 

5/07 22:51 AA : American Airlines 2251 B 160 43 

5/07 15:09 AA : American Airlines 1509 B 184 74 
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5/08 6:00 DL : Delta Air Lines 900 A 180 52 

5/08 7:05 WN : Southwest Airlines 2867 A 137 23 

5/08 7:55 WN : Southwest Airlines 618 A 143 53 

5/08 8:00 AA : American Airlines 2173 B 99 40 

5/08 8:06 UA : United Airlines 1928 B 179 64 

5/08 9:45 DL : Delta Air Lines 2830 A 180 68 

5/08 12:00 AA : American Airlines 4063 B 50 29 

5/08 13:00 B6 : JetBlue Airways 2269 C 150 58 

5/08 13:30 JL : Japan Airlines 7 E 186 54 

5/08 16:08 DL : Delta Air Lines 1654 A 180 67 

5/08 17:00 AA : American Airlines 2149 B 99 39 

5/08 17:43 UA : United Airlines 717 B 166 43 

5/08 19:00 AA : American Airlines 40 B 160 54 

5/08 19:36 DL : Delta Air Lines 58 A 211 42 

5/08 20:45 B6 : JetBlue Airways 381 C 100 49 

5/08 22:45 AZ : Alitalia 615 E 250 53 
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APPENDIX D 

Variable Frequency Tables and Cross-Tabulations 

Variable frequency tables and cross-tabulations were provided electronically to Massachusetts 

Port Authority.

Please contact Massachusetts Port Authority Strategic and Business Planning Department for 

more information.
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